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FOREWORD 

τ'his thesis elucidates the characteristics of bed load in mountain rivers， one 
of main objects of erosion control， and theassociated phenomena of flow resist同

ance and sediment flow， and it forms a basis for establishing reasonable erosion 
control plans. 

Eighty percent of our country's surface area being mountainous， as a result 
of the population growth and vigor of the economy continues to extend the place 
of human activity over mountainous areas a10ng with cities. A1so， Japan is ca11ed a 
land of disasters， and there is much loss of life and property every year due to 
typhoons and concentrated torrential rains during rainy season. 

Previously such disasters were mainly ones such as dikes of large rivers break-
ing， but floods from medium and sma11 rivers， the crumbling of steeply sloped 
land， mud flows or extraordinary sediment flows担 mountainrivers have become 
prominent. The SABO or erosion control is the prevention of such disasters due 
to sediment. Carrying out basic research so that erosion control plans and disaster 
prevention engineering works can be made in a reasonable manner is the role of 
erosion control engineering. Mentioned above are disasters direct1y related to sedi-
ment transport. There are various other phenomena due to sediment movement 
such as river bed 10 wering ， rising， erosion of slopes， soil drift， sedimentation in 
reservoir dams， which after a certain period has elapsed become impediments to 
human activity. In order to understand the sediment transport phenomena， the 
o切ectof this erosion control， and c1arify the function of the structural materia1s 
involved in erosion control， knowled'ge concerning the amount and nature of sedi-
ment is necessary. 

A distinction is made between. the suspended load which is suspended and 
transported in the stream because of turbulence and the bed load which moves 
along in contact with the riverbed and whose grain size is greater than suspended 
load. For plains riveぉ suspendedload is overwhelmingly greater quantitatively 
compared with bed transport. For mountain areas bed load becomes considerably 
larger. Further， one thing that becomes the object of erosion control for such 
problems as were mentioned earlier and river bed deformation is bed load grave1. 
Bed load research is one of the main divisions of erosion control en出leering.
Usua11y suspended load and bed load exists simu1taneously and mutua11y interact， 
but in this世田sisthe influence of susp 
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Thus， it is necessary to carry out fresh experiments under the limits and coル
ditions for mountain rivers， and gather knowledge and information which can be 
applied to mountain rivers. Mountain rivers have the following special features， 
in contrast with plains rivers for which previous knowledge of bed load can be 
applied. 
(1) Regarding the channel， at normal water levels the flow almost never fi11s the 
valley， and this is also true in times of flood. 
(2) The grain size distribution of bed materia1s is extremely large. There are many 
cases where there are a large number of especially big rocks， and even in flood 
times the water depth is often. of the order of the river bed gravels. 
(3) River bed gradient is steep. 
(4) The flow discharge has a wide fluctuation. 
(5) In the upter stream areas there are many cases vihere the production of sand 
and gravel is in probabi1istic ways or sudden outbursts and the sediement .dis-
charge and the flood discharge are often not in a one to one correspondence. 

MOi.mtain rivers have many special features such as the above compared with 
gently sloped plains riverS~ Also， for mountain rivers the river bed in the vertica1 
dirèction .i~ .reported to become stair-like， and this ~ould influenc~.the sediment 
transport， but' that is nottreated here. There havebeen studiesl)， 2) investigating 
one part of these special features， but they are not yet sufficient. Thus， this 
thesis is based on these special feature， and using the previous research resu1t 
on gent1e. sloped channel as a reference， treats bed load and relatとdtopics， c1arifies 
the . parameters involved in those phenomena， and examines the functiona1 rela-
tionshipS both theoreticaUy and experimentally. 

、 Concreteprocedures .differ accordirig to the application， but in a riverwhere 
riverbed material and riverbed. gradient are known， '~f one wants to know.the 
sediemnt pischarge fot vario~s flow discharges， first one must know the .chann~l 
pattern andsediment transport form and find the water depth from the resist-
ance law， finally fmding the bed load transport rate. 

， This thesis has progressed keepingsuch procedures in mind. First， chaper one 
examines bbth channel φpattern a:rid sedimerit transport form' for mountain 
streaIll~. Channel pattern inc1udes two-dimensional factors such as river bed 
form and plane surface 'aspects such as meandering. Sediment transport form 
invlovesand flow and. bed load trarisport. The :scope ofちedload transp 
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Chapter three examines the critical shear stress which determines the mini-
mum required traction force for generating bed load phenomenon， which has 
engineering significance， it a1so makes c1ear the influence of grain size distribu-
tion， relative roughness， and gradient on the泊itiatecondition for transporting 
mixed sand-gravel and evenly grained sand graveL 

Chapter four examines bed load transport rate for sand-gravel and even1y 
grained sand-gravel. Developing a new theory it introduces a new bed load equa-
tion， and shows its appropriateness by experiment. Further， with this formula 
it explains the experimental resu1ts in a steel slope. 

Finally， it examines bed load phenomena which actua11y occurs in rivers. 
Chapter five indicates the procedures and methods which apply the funda-

mental research presented previously to erosion control planning， especially to 
channel works planning. A summary of the above resu1ts forms the conc1usion. 

By this thesis， the special nature of bed load in mountain streams and cha-
racteristics of flows resistance associated with it become c1ear. 

t 
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CHAPTER 1 CHANNEL PATTERNS AND SEDIMENT TRANSPORT FORMS 

FOR羽OUNTAINRlVERS 

Section 1: Introduction 

If one intends to measure the water depth of a quantity of flow and the bed 
load transport rate， with both the riverbed gradient and the grain distribution of 
the riverbed material being given， he must know the channel pattern and the 
bedload transport form in advance to use a resistance law and a bedload equa-
tion appropriate to those patterns. 

The channel pattern can， by sca1e， be divided rough1y泊totwo categories -
the channel network of a river basin and the water way， and the channel pattern 
in the water wayl). Since waterway position is usual1y taken up when discussing 
rivers technically， the chapter wil1 dea1 primari1y with the channel pattern within 
a water way. Furthermore， relating to the channel pattern， the discussion wi11 
be restricted to straight， uniform water way. 

Since most of the rivers泊臼atareas of this counむyare protected by rigid 
banks and revetments， a stream runs， in times of flood，"uniformly over the entire 
breadth of the channel constrained by those banks and revetments. It was un-
necessary to discuss the channel pattern of existing rivers. Of course when plan-
ning new water ways， needless to say， for世間 safetyof dikes， and the relative 
difficu1ty of maintaining a low water level， a knowledge of selfイOrmedchannel 
patterns. On the other hand， in mountain rivers， particularly泊 valleyswhere 
the entire area is a potential river path or a river with a fan， waterway width 
widens， water is not confmed to it during flood and， the channel often meanders 
within the waterway. For this type of stream， if waterway width is too narrow， 
sediment begins to move， bed level rises and the water overflows. A1so if bed 
slope is greater than a certain ang1e， it causes individual or collective transport 
of sediment， that is， mud flow. For these mountain rivers， as compared to those in 
flatter areas a knowledge of channel pattern and bedload form is vital， however， 
their c1assification and individaul characteristics have not yet been c1arified. 

In this chapter， channel pattern and sediment transport form in steep sloped 
waterways will be examined experimentally. In other words， the app1icabi1ity of 
the ‘regime theory'， heretofor app1ied to easy grade and self-fo.rmed channel 
breadth wi11 be discussed. We wil1 examine what happens in the case of steep slope 
and large grained sediment and at the sanw time， discuss sediment transport 
pecu1iar to steep sloped channels. 

Section 2: Experiments Regarding Channel Pattems and Sediment Transport 
Fonns 

The waterway used for the experiments was fonned of steel 39 cm wide and 
20， m long， and the gradient could be varied from 00 to 300 by way of a chain 
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block. In order to vary the width， two attachable waterways 15 cm and 29.5 cm 
could be fitted inside the large waterway. Materials for the experiments were， 
as noted in grain size distribution diagram (Fig. 1.1.) 4 types of natural gravel， 
one type being even1y grained 
and the other three having com哨

paratively wide grain size distri-
butions. 

The experiments were carried 
out in the following manner. 
Sand gravel stops were p1aced at 
upper and lower ends .of the 
stream， and sand was spread at 
a thickness of Do， and a. pre~ 
scribed volume of water was 
supp1ied from the upper end of 
the stream. The water supply 
t加lein most cases was set to 30 
minutes， and泊 thatt凶 e，ap-
propriate measurements of chan-
nel breadth， water level， bed 
height， and sediment discharge were taken. Channel breadth was measured using 
a scale at a longitudinal spacing of 25 cm， water level was measured using a point 
gauge (a sca1e of 1/10 mm calibration) and an electronic point gauge which can 
detect if the device touches the bed surface was used to measure bed height. 
Bedload transport rate was measured at an appropriate time interva1， • and a sand 
col1ection box was placed at the end of the waterway. Information of how long 
it took until the flow becomes stable after the water is supplied is the most加ト

portant point of the experiments to know whether the measured channel， under 
specified condition， was self formed. 

Because the. gradient in， this experiment was an extreme 1/50 to 1/4， evenin 
cases of a concentrated flow， the stabilization of flow required from 30 seconds 
to one minute. As for the measurement of range， no time trends were shown and 
a range related to equibrium is conceivable. Conditions of the experiment are 
1isted in Table 1.1. First， using the 29.5 cm channel and materia1s A and C the test 

Grain Size Distribution 
for Four Typesof Sand 
used in the Experiments 
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was carried out to obtain materials necessary 
sediment transport forms. 

Next， .as a test for channel and sediment transport forms， an experiment 
was done concerning transversal distdbution of sediment. When flow runs fil1ing 
over a waterway， could the bedload be spread over uniformly in the transversa1 
direction? According to the conventional observations， it had been reported that 
1ines of bed10ad called longitudinal stripes were formed on the riverbed2). In the 

for c1assification of channel and 
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o bservation by the author， when fme sand partic1es moved on a bed where there 
seemed to be non-moving sand partic1es， the longitudinal stripes are highly visible， 
but transport of sand partic1es whose grain size encompasses the whole range of 
grain size was not observed. It is conceivable that these stripes are formed by flow 
vortices. The present aside， it would be possible these will become a powerful key 
to the future study of the transversal channel pattern， and with this in mind， the 
experiments were conducted on a fixed bed. 

To the 19.8 cm wide waterway， a steel waterway of 9 m length， Uniform 
grained sand with an average grain diameter of 4.00 mm was fixed to the bed 
using 'varnish. From the upper end of such fixed bed， a mixture ofgravel， with an 
average gra泊 sizeof 2.48 mm， was supplied by a sand feeder. There were 
taken two waterway gradients of sin e = 0.0255 and 0.05. Water depth was 
measured by a point gauge and the amount of f10w by a triangular weir. The 
amount of sediment outflow was measured at the lower end of channel by a 
sand col1ection box， which is partitioned lateral1y into 2 cm blocks， to obtain 
the state of transversal distribution of sediment transport c1ear1y. The number 
of longitudinal stripes of sediment transport was measured by observation. 

In the next section， an examination of the results will be conducted. 

Section 3: Channel Pattern 

The experiment was carried out as described in Section 2， but the problem 
now is how to c1assify those results and what va1ues should be chosen as para酬

meters. Fig. 1.2 is domainial c1assification of channel pattern done by Leopold 
and Wolman3)， using natural rivers in the U.S.A. and India as samples. 
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Channe1 pattern is divided， with respect to channel s10pe and flow discharge， 
into‘Straight九‘Meandering'and ‘Braided' types. S10pe is p10tted to as much as 
as 0.03， but resu1ts of the author's experiments showed a s10pe of greater than 
0.1 in places off to the upper 1eft of the graph in Fig. 1.2. Even here， the exper会
mental resu1ts are expressed in terms of channe1 s10pe and flow discharge， and the 
classification is divided. Figs. 1.3a and b (materai1s A and C， respectively) indicate 
resu1ts by ma terials used. 
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In the fol1owing paragraphs， characteristics of each classfied domain channel 
pattern， aild parameters control1ing their phenomena wi11 be discussed. 

Domain 1: This domain had no occurrence of surface streaming. When a surface 
stream does occur， it is the case when bed gravel 1ayer reaches the saturated 
seepage flow discharge. If the stream behaves according to the Darcy's Law， the 
seepage flow discharge in similar bed materials shou1d increase proportional1y 

to slope， the maximum run off， if seepage coefficient is K， wi11 be Q = KioBoDI。
. (1.1). Here Io is bed slope， Bo is chann~l width， Do is thickness ofbed mate-

rials. A seepage coefficient of K =Cdro (cm/sec) ..... (1.2) is proposed by 
Hazen4)， here byd10 being 10% grain size on a grain size accumulatiQn curve. For 
the sand used in the experiment， va1ues of seepage coefficients and actua1 va1ues 
are listed in Table 1.2， assuming C = 100. 
A:ccording to this， su~- Tab 1 e 1.2 Seepage Coeffici ents of 

veyed and theoretical va1- Mater‘ials used 
ues are泊 agreementwith 
respect to order， by usirig 
the equation (1.1)， we 
see that it is possible to 
deduce the 1imit of the 
occurence of a surface 
stream. However， if we try 
to calcu1ate actual seepage 
in a canyon， estimating D。
加 theequation would be 
difficu1t， and there would 

MATERIAL 

A 

B 

C 

D 

d10 

3.5 膚買

0.65 

0.50 

0.32 

K(Hazen) K(Observed) 

1 2.3 CII/sec 5.8 3 or/sec 

0.4 2 一
0.25 0.34 

O. 1 0 一

also be problems of seepage through materia1s accumulated on bottom and side 
of the river bed. 

Domain 11: For this domain， there exists surface movement， but in this case it is 
not great enough to cause gravel movement. The upper limit of flow discharge 
is determined by the amount of flow corresponding to the ceasingぽitica1tractive 
force. In Fig. l.3(b) domain 11 is subdivided担tolIa IIb IIc. In domain IIa， a11 
partic1es of mixed gravel do not move. For domains IIb and IIc on1y large parti-
c1es of gravel do not move. For IIb water covers the entire width of the waterway， 
and only frne partic1es move. This domain is completely armourcoated. The flow 
in IIc has more shear stress than IIb， and the domain forms as a braided channel. 
τ'he braided channel of IIc is an intermediate phenomenon fa逝ngbetween the 
phenomenon of IIb and that of a. meandering channel (111) its exact type being 
undefined. Division of each of the domain in 11， defined byロitica1tractive force 
for the transport of uniform gravel and gravel mixture wi11 be examined concrete剛

ly泊 Chapter3. 

Domain 111: Here a concentrated stream develops with the water supply， and a 
stream meanders in the waterway. The stream forming its own channel， in other 
words， self formed channel width (B) occurs泊 an訂easmal1er than channel 
width (Bo). 
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Domain IV: Here water covers' the entire width of the waterway， main flow 
meanders and bars areJormed. 

Domain V: When the flow volume is increased beyond that of IV， the bars are 
flashed， and bed form becomes two dimensiona1. This is in genera1 the domain 
where various bed patterns are formed， but世usdomain was a flat bed in our ex-
periment taken at that time. 

Domain VI: This is the domain where a slant rupture occurs. Its maximum slope 
inc1uding a rupture， in the case. of nori齢cohesivematerials accords with the static 
frictional a:qgleof river b~d grave1s更 andit. was 450 in. our expe泊nent.Further-
more the minimum slope is given by a stable.limit in case where saturated seepage 
water appears in parallel with an endless slope. For cohesionless materia1s， thiS 
slope e is derived from t:he following equation. 

C事〈σ/ρ-1)
師 <p く加。

c * ( a / P-' 1 )+ 1 
-・・・・(1.3.) 

whereσis the density uf soil partic1es， p is water density，や isangle of internal 
friction in soil， and C申 massconcen~ration of river bed materials. _ In this experi-
ment， ifψ= 450， alp = 2.66， C* = 0.6， e will equal 260. Ifゅ=350 and other 
factors remain constant， e w出 bdマapproximately190.IftheS1ope ofthe dver bed 
is made steeper than the given slope， before the start of a surface flow the move酬

ment of sediment occurs as underground water level rises. 

Domain VII:‘Where there is a collective sediment transport with. surface flow 
being present occurs -the so-called domain of mud flow. The lower limit for 
thisdomain is caned the .limit of ipitiating a mud.flow‘' 

For gravel mixture this. domain mustbe further dividedinto VIIa anq VIIb. 
VIlb is a .domain where anundurated. mud flow takes place， VIIa is a domain 
wherebed' is fon:I1ed in. waving longitudinally. VI1a is seen rp~re' oftenthan VIIb 
泊 caseof small flow， and if minimum gradient is slightly.smaller than VlIb.百us
phenomenon is referred to as dUI).es泊 asteep sloped channel and wi1l be further 
discussed in Chapter 6. 

Channel pattern is c1assifiedin the above way， according to the results of the 
experin1ent. Because materia，ls A and C are of the same average grain size， using 
outflow from saturated flow， if djagraIns (a) and (b) of Fig. 1.3 are expressed 
together iri one diagram，. taking a flow. discharge obtained by subtraeting; tb.e 
seepage flow discha:rge froin. 'the total. flo:w‘dischargethe diagram is giyen as Fig. 
1.4， where both doinafus prove to be in a good agreement. The case of:s = Bo is 
discussed in chapters following Chapter 2泊 thisthesis，泊 whichdomains II and 
V correspond to this domain c1assification. 
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Section 4: Channel Breadth and Meander Wavelengths 

(1) Channe1breadth 
For division of dianne1 pattern， whether or not the channel wi11 meander or 

not in a water way of limited width is detennined by the difference of breadth 
between se1f暢fonnedwater-way.and channel. 

Here，. materials are changed and the re1ationship between channel breadth and 
flQW discharge are shown in Fig. 1.5. 
The dispersion is large， 100 

however， it appears that 
the dominant factor is 
flow discharge; rather than B 

bed slope arid materia1s， (cm) 
relative to chaIlIlel breadth. 
For channel breadth and 
flow discharge 担 this ， n 

type of regime， heretofor，司
the proportion of width 
(B) to flow.: 副理charge(Q) 
has often beeri indicated 
to the 1/2 POWef.百由

theory has been tested by 
Lane5). Henderson6). 

~ 
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and Blench8)， however'， 日g. 1.5 The Re1ationship between Channe1 
Breadth and Flow Discharge 

a11 ended unsuccessfully. 
Furthennore， Leopold9)， 
introducing the cencept of 
entropy of the problem， 
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explained it as B αQl/2， but the ana10gy of thermodynamic entropy to that of a 
stream in this case is invalid. 

In relation to‘Regi.me theory' various reference works10)， author's experi-
ments， etc.1l)， using as wide a range as possible of slopes， f10w discharge， and 
materia1s have been used as supplents. Heretofor， as ref1ected in this text， the 
regime theory as documenteduses easy sloped rivers. Whether or not this is 
applicable in the case of a steep-sloped river of relatively large grain density is 
examined in Fig. 1.6. According to this， the channel breadth is proportiona1 to 
1/2 power cf f10w discharge regardless of channel slope， grain size of bed materi-
a1s， and cohesion of bed materials， and the proportiona1 constant is seen to always 
be fixed. If expressed with an equation in unit of m-sec， the following is given. 

B = 3.5 -7.0 Ql/2 ............... (1.4) 
When the breadth in relation to f10w discharge is readi1y found担 thismanner， the 
f10w discharge of a completed meandering channel in a given water way can be 
determined. 
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Fig. 1.6 The Rea1tionship between Channel Breadth 
andFlow Discharge 

(2) Meander wavelength 
In relation to meander， we will now take up on of its specia1 features， wave-

length LB. According to the regime theory， wavelength is also proportional to the 
0.46 ~ 0.62 power of volume， the relationship LB = 10 ~ l1BI2)， 13) shown加

F培.1.7.
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From examination of 
the origina1 meander 
Anderson14) proposes 

LB 
72 Fr~ ・・(1.5 ) 一一

ゾr

Fr = 0.04 to 1.2 con-
forming to va1ues found 
in this experiment. Here， 
A is the cross section of 
the flow， Fr is Froude's 
number (U /y gh， U = 
average water speed， g = 
gravitationa1 acceleration， 
h = water depth). Assum幽

ing A = Bh， we get 

LB 吋Fr)~ 
・・(1. 6 ) 

8 

The results obtained担

this experiment， LB/B is 
shown in relation to 
(h/B)Fr in Fig. 1ム
where the dispersion is 
large， but more than in 
formula 1ムthetrend of 
LB今 10Bis indicated. 
This relationship has 
been shown even for 
water flowing on ice， and 
along with the previous 
findings on channel 
width is extremely inter-
esting. 

Section 5: Bed Fonns 
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(1) Sma11 :sca1e bed forms 
F or a movable bed， according to hydraulic conditions， and special properties 

of bed gravels， various bed forms are generated and influence is dominantly 
exerted on resistance coefficient， sed加 enttransport rate， and channel fluctua幽
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tion in stream why do bed waves occur and what fonns do they take， further帽

more， what change takes place along with hydraulic quantity? A1though there 
are many interesting questions， the discussion here wil1 be what types there are 
and under what conditions they occur. 

First， the types of bed fonn， according to the Sectiona1 Meeting for Study 
of Bed Fonn in Hydraulic Committee， Japanese Society of Civi1 Engineers are 
ripp1es， dunes， anti司dunes，f1at bed， and transition bed. For medium size rivers， 
there are a1so bars16). 

Based on much experimenta1 data and semi帽 theoretica1examination， study of 
so ca11ed domain classification as to what bed fonns appear in what conditions 
has been deve10ped. For example， in Fig. 1.9， partitioned diagrams were obtained 
by Garde and Raju17)， and also by Ashida and Michiue18). 
As is app訂 entfrom the 

2 diagram， almost no infor“ 

mation is provided for the 
re1ative water depth of 10 -2~ 
R/d = 1 to 10， Froude r::- ~ 
number of Fr > 1， and 1 
for bed gradient of 0.2 > ごと H 

1 > 0.01. In the work of $ 
Ashida and Michiue， from ~ 2 
the stand point of estimat-
ing resistance， bed fonn 司 3

Call be thought of as being 10 va 

divided into Lower and 6 

Upper regimes. As refer-
ence for analytica1 results 
of the theory of bed wave 
stabi1izatio:n， they consider 
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research falls in the range 
of upper reg加 e.In this 
experiment. and others 
referred to， there was 

Fig. 1.9 Classification of Bed 
Forms into Domains 

2 

fonnation of Bars， but dunes and anti-dunes were .not seen， and bed pattern was 
of f1at-bed type. 

(2) Gravel bars 
Gravel bars is a type of aforementioned bars， which is known as alternating 

bars. The alternating bars is seen to meander泊 thetha1weg of the stream， and 
a single arrayed bars digs deep on the sides， and under certain conditions there is 
fonnation of multi-arrayed bars. For more concerning this see Kinoshita19) and 
othe路. A1though the experiment has been repeated by many others， under 
Kinoshita's conditions of bars fonnation， water way width was more than 10 
times that of depth (B/h > 10) in certain instances. 
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According to Ikeda's method20)， the bed forms are divided into 4 tupes -
type 1; multi-arrayed bars， type 2; alternating bars having a c1ear front edge， type 
3; alternating bars having an unc1ear front edge， and type 4; the bed form where 
no basrs is formed. 

He a1so categorizes the relative frictional velocity to the critica1 frictiona1 
velocity as U*/U*c， and non-dimensional quantity， iB/h consisting of bed gradient 
(i)， waterway breadth (B)， and water depth (h). According to the c1assification， 
the domain in which no bars is formed can be represented with eq. (1.7). 

u.八九c>10(i・B/h)1/3 -・(1.7 ) 

Ikeda called this equation， iB/h， a river channel shape indicating number. Kuroki， 
et a121)， also reported similar results. 

Sukegawa introduces a formation limit for bars that bars is formed when there 
Y; a small tractive force and there is a shallow stream， and he provided for the 
fol1ow担gequation (See Fig. 1.10). 

u. e ル〆注.ーレ令
R/Bと 5 (ーーヶ)

go  

Fig. l.3(a) shows the forma-
tion limit by Sukegawa and that 
by Kinoshita. The Sukegawa's 
method is ambiguous for deter-
mining whether bars has been 
formed， but its experimental 
result agrees well with that of 
Kuroki. 

Although physical meaning 
of parameters that dominate the 
cause of bars formation and the 
phenomena is not made c1ear， 
it proves that the domain of 
bars formation can be deduced 
from the conventional studies. 

-・・(1. 8 ) 

4 

笹
丸
向
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Section 6 Forms of Sediment Transport and Sediment Discharge 

(1) Bedload 
In this section， sediment tranposrt fonn wi11 be examined. The sidiment 

tra'nposrt fonn is c1assified as follows. 

[ hhM凶凶1吋凶曲d街鈎i討山v

bed materia110ad 

Collective transport (mass movement) 
{…ωload 
bed load 

The individua1 sediment transport refers to a type of sediment transport 
through which sand gravel is transported individua1ly piece by piece， while the 
collective sediment transport is defined as another type of sediment transport 
through which sediment is transported as a mass and which is so called mud f1ow. 
However， according to the recent study on mud flow there are many unknown 
phenomena which are difficult how it should be c1assified. Thus， such qualitative 
c1assification has become inadequate. Of the types of individual sediment trans-
port the wash load consists of finely grained sand partic1es that do not exist泊

riverbed but are considered to be discharged from exposed mountains side slopes 
or， earth grounds left collap sed" or from roads. Sand gravel that exists as bed 

materials are transported加 eithersuspended load or bedload mode. The sus-
pended load is suspended by turbulence and has a concentration in the depth 
direction in proportion to grain size. On the other hand， the bedload consists of 
partic1es that in many cases move whi1e touching with riverbed and its motion is 
controlled dorninantly by the flow velocity in the neighborhood of the bottom of 
the river. The distinction between suspended load and bedload is deterrnined by 
the 版社 ofsuspension which is further determined by the condition thatゾ戸，
the vertica1 strength of the turbulent flow in the neighborhood of riverbed， is equal 
to W 0， the settling velocity. Asゾ子す isapproximately 0.93 times the frictional 
velocity U申， U*/Wo = 0.8ー1.0 is used practically. Asada23) examined 
Bogardi's24) emp'irical equation， U0

2/gdc = 360 (Uo: Average flow velocity， 
dc: Critical grain diameter for suspension)， and conc1uded that the above equation 
seems no exaggeration at the present time when there is not provided adequate 
infonnation. Although in some cases the presence of suspended load exertS a 
large influence on bedload， discussion wi11 be continued ignoring this interaction 
in this thesis. 

Fig. 1.11 shows values of the Darcy-Weisbach's resistance coefficient 
f(=8U*2/UO) obtained by thi~ research， using 'T *m (= oU* 2/(σ/ρ・1)gdm，σ/p: 
Specific weight of a partic1e， and dm: Average grain diameter) as parameters， 
vs the relative roughness dm/R (R: radius depth， which is roughly equal to the 
flow depth h if the channel breadth is sufficiently larger than the water depth). 
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The figure shows the dis-
tinction of resistance co-
efficient between streams 
with no sediment trans-
port lower than incipient 
motion， with bars， with 
meandering， and the flat 
bed without meandering 
and bars. They are about 
the same except that the 
resistance coefficient of a 
meandering flow is slightly 
l訂 ger. Also， Fig. 1.12 
shows bedload transport 
rate by channel pattern 
and by bed form. Ac拘

cording to the figure， 
the bedload transport rate 
is small for a meandering 
flow and is abou t the 
same for other cases. Ac喝

cording to the Daido's25) 
experiment， the sediment 
transport rate for mud 
flow is as great as that 
for meandering flow. Al-
though according to the 
Kinoshita's experiment， 
the bedload transport rate 
at the time of bar forma-
tion fluctuates within a 
range of 0.5 to 1.5 times 
the average value. How幽

ever， the average value is 
about the same as the co任

ventional experimental 
values of bedload trans幽

port rate. Kuroki21)， et a1， 
also reported that the 
ratio of the effective shear 
stress at the time of bar 
formation to the total 
shear stress， r *e/r *， is 
around 0.8. The result of 
the experiment for this 
thesis also has the tend-
ency s凶 il紅白 thecon-
ventiona1 studies. Further-
more， the bedload equa-
tionl8) by Ashida and 
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Michiue is shown in Fig. 
1.12 for reference. 

Next， we will discuss 
the experimental results 
of transversal distribution 
of bedload transport rate. 
First， the results of meas“ 

uring the velocity distribu-
tion along the center line 
of waterway in both cases 
of the presence and the. 
absence of bedload are 
shown 担 Fig. 1.13，担

which there can be seen 
almost no difference be-
tween both cases. As a 
result of observation， in 
case bedload is. present， 
there appeared some parts 
of riverbed with bedload 
and other parts without 
bedload， where there was 
bedload it was 0 bserved as 
longitudinal stripes. Those 
stripes more or less fluひ
tuated泊 thetransversal 
direction， but they were 
relatively made stable and 
neither separation nor con幽

fluence of those stripes 
were seen. Those longitu剛

dinal stripes appear to be 
controlled by a longitudi-
nal vortex of flow， but the 
structure of this vortex is 
unc1ear. In order to see if 
a vortex appears where 
those longitudinal stripes 
encounter a second flow 
more upward or down-
ward， sand partic1es were 
dropped from the water 
surface so as to be placed 
between stripes. The sand 
partic1es were then taken 
into the left and right 
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adjacent stripes whi1e be-
ing tracted in the left 
and right directions. This 
experhnent proves that 
the flow direction is up-
ward at longitudinal 
stripes. Thus， it resu1ts 
in the following relation-
ship between the number 
of longitudinal stripes N 
and the number of longi剛

tudinal votices Ne. 
Ne=(N・l)x2.. (1.9) 

Fig. 1.14 shows the 
relationship between the 
average width of vortices 
(Be) and the water depth， 
and it can be found from 
this that the average width 
of vortices is about the 
same as the water depth. 
Next， Fig. 1.15 shows 
sample measurements of 
transversal velocity distri-
bution. This is for a case 
without bedload， and 
alternating fast and slow 
current velocity can be 
seen near the botiom of 
channel. When there is 
sand supply in this type of 
stream， longitudinal stripes 
wi1l appear in the higher 
velocity areas. If stream is 
divided widthwise by 2 
cm， distribution of bed-
load transport rate appears 
as in Fig. 1.16. 
Because 甘le spacing be帽

tween sand collecting box-
es does not match with 
longitudinal stripes， the 
correct distribution may 
not be obtained. However， 
the figure shows the over幽

all transversal distribution 
of sediment transport rate. 
Longitudinal stripes as can 
be seen恒 thisway ap-
peared when (Continued) 
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armorcoat was formed but could not be seen in cases of a gravel 
movement all over grain sizes. After aU， it was not possible to 
make sure what influence the formation of longitudina1 stripes 
担 agenera1 moving bed exerts on the bedload transport rate， but 
their existance and some of their features were discussed. 

(2) Dunes on a steeply sloped flume 
Looking at domain VIIa shown in Fig. 1.3(b) there was seen the phenomen_oE 

that appe紅;to be a discontinuous dune slidingtype debris flow by the Radio's26) 
c1assification. In this phenomenon， gravel movement immediately after the water 
supply generates locally some areas with rough grain size distribution andother 
areas with fine grain size distribution， and where there is a rough grain distribu-
tion the surface flow is reduced and sand gravel is deposited and the sediment 
transported from upper stream areas is further deposited there to form a hi11 (see 
Fig. 1.17). 

T栂 20・-25' ⑤ D.-15 cm 

T舗 1'.・6・
ζ7山 5'

1.=0.229 Q=0.422 tlsec 

1 m 。
i，=0.252 Q=0.216且Isec

Fig. 1.17 Movement of Dunes in a Steep F1ume 

The portion downstream from the crest of this dune takes a gradient of 18 to 210 

and the sediment thee is extremely coarse and there is no surface flow. As a dune 
develops to・someextent， the piping occurs continually and the dune is once 
levelled and redevelops again. Such phenomenon is repeated to form a dune. In 
addition the gradient of the portion upstream from the crest of the dune 9 to 130， 
and the stream meanders. This phenomenon can be considered to take an inter-
mediate sediment transport mode between the individual sediment transport and 
where ho is the depth of surface flow immediately preceding the occurrence of 
mud flow and d， the representative grain diameter. Although the limit of the 
occurrence of mud flow is determined by the above equation， the question rises 
what is the mechanism of the motion? In general， both a muddy flow that may be 
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the collective sediment transport since the individual sediment transport and the 
collective sediment transport since the individual and the collective sediment 
transport phenomena appe訂a1temately.This intermediate sediment transport 
phenomenon is peculiar to mixed sand gravel， and it appears that as the range of 
grain size is wider the dune is higher. In addition， it is leamed that this kind of 
phenomenon can be seen at mountain rivers in New Zealand. 

(3) Debris flow and mud flow 
As the slope gets steep (In this experiment， io ~己 0.25 ， 8 と 140 ) ， sand gravel 

moves in a laminar state rather than piece by piece， and also moves as a collection 
whi1e being pi1ed up. This kind of phenomena is called debris and mud flow and 
it has been studied extensively泊 recentyears as it has a threat of causing many 
disasters. Condition th~! bed gravel is sheared deeper than one grain diameter， 
according to Takahashi27)， is given by the following equation (1.10). 

regarded as Bingham flow and a flow that is preferable to be handled as Di1atant 
flow to which the impact effect of partic1es is dominant are categorized in debris 
mud flows. A flow which causes bed deposit to move may be considered as 
Di1atant flow which is composed of sand gravel partic1es varying in size from 
boulders to fme grained sand. The appropriateness of handling the above flow as 
Dilatant flow was confrrmed by Takahashi27)， et a1.， through their experiments 
using uniformly grained gravel， according to which the velocity distribution of 
partic1es lies on a straight line with an inclination of 3/2 in a ful1 lograrithmic 
chart. 

On the other hand， according 5. O 
to the author's experiment dealing 
with the mixed sand gravel trans~ V!'; 
port through which the transport u: 
rates of partic1es were obtained by 
taking side pictures， it was observed 1.0 
that the bottom layer of the mud 
flow tends to have a Diratant flow 
at a gradient greater thah 0.15 and 
partic1es in the uppermost part 
move more freely as shown in Fig. 
1.18， and the individua1 sediment 
transport and the collective sedi-
ment transport can be considered O. 1 
a continuous phenomenon. Mate-
rials used in the experiment as 
shown in Fig. 1.18 are mixed gravel 
composed of grains with the 
minimum grain diameter of 0.42 
mm， the maximum grain diameter 
of 24.5 mm， and with the average 
grain diameter of 5.67 mm. 

C告 (σ/ρ-1)
，--t:a 中話tan8

C会 (σ/ρ-1)+1+す
-・(1.10) 
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Section 7: Conc1usion 

Channel pattern and sediment pa枕ernhave been discussed. First， exp~rimen
ta1ly channel and sediment pattern were c1assified in a plane diagram by slope and 
run off. Their characteristics have been c1arified and at the same time a method of 
partitioning pattern domains was provided. Through these， the following things 
have become c1ear. 

It has been widely recognized that self幽 formedchannel breadths can be 
treated by the relationship of B αQl/2 .It furtherproves that this relationship can 
apply to a self-formed channel with a steep slope up to 0.2 and without regard to 
cohesiveness of bed materials， and cam be provided with formula B 口 3.5to 
7.0 Ql/2 (in unit of m/see). Also meandering wavelengths are approximately 10 
times the channel breadth. Pertaining to bed pattern， bars was observed distinctly 
in this eXJ?er泊lentand no bed waves such as dunes and anti-dunes were not 
formed. 

Pert泊 泊gto sediment discharge， it was less in a meandering channel， and加

flat beds and bars it was about the same. The sediment discharge for mud flow is 
about the same as that for a meandering channe1. For bedload， on a fixed bed or 
on a bed where norトmovingpartic1es are present， stripes are formed. This was 
confmned experimentally， and deduction of longitudinal scale indicated that 
water depth is s註ロ丑ar.Also， regardless of whether there is bed load distribution， 
the current velocity does not change significantly. 

Fina1ly， for debris flows and dunes that have a sediment transport pattern in 
a steep sloped flume， its limit of occurrence and characteristics were made clear. 

Above all， given bed slope， properties of bed materials， and flow discharge， 
it can be deduced what types of channel and sediment transport p.atterns wil1 be 
determined. Moreover， the range of bedload to be discussed later， in Chapter 2， 
and in the fol1owing chapters belongs to domains II and V c1assified in this 
chapter. 
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CHAPTER 2 RESISTANCE LAW FOR A TORRENTIAL STREAM 

Section 1: Outline 

There is a c10se relationship between riverbed configuration， resistance law， 
and sediment discharge in a movable riverbed.τnus， before studying bed load， 
it is necessary frrst to c1arify flow velocitydistribution， and the resistance law. 
The resistance of a has long been the subject of research. However， for a turbu-
lent flow it is necessaηto determine numerical values experimentally， and there 
has not yet been discovered a universal law applicable to any stream. Mountain 
streams， the object of this research， have担 generalrough turbulent flows with a 
large relative roughness; Previous research mainly concerns plains rivers， and their 
having a greater relative water depth， the information materials for the case of 
large relative roughness are extremely sc紅白.Thus， this Chapter examines resist-
ance coefficient and flow velocity distribution for rough turbulent flows with a 
large relative roughness for a flat riverbed， and touches on the special nature of 
mixed sand-gravel beds. Further， for a deep stream泊 steeplysloped shallow 
water， there is a tendency to think a train of roll waves would be marked， but 
that is for the case of a comparatively smooth. Surface of a fixed riverbed， and 
for streams with a large relative roughness as in this research it was not observed. 

，Section 2:Velocity Distribution 

For turbulent flow velocity distribution there is a logarithmic law known as 
Prandtl-Von Karman's universalvelocity distribution. For a prefect rough surface 
U * ks/v > 60 '" 1 00， it is: 

u 
-一=Ar 十一 In
U* IC 

y 

ks 
8.5 + 5.75 log手

KS 
-・・・(2. 1 ) 

friction velocity = ..JTOTi)(= yghi)， (1"0: shearing force at the 
water channel bed surface，ρdensity of water， g: gravita曙

tional constant， h: water height， i: water surface slope)， 

K Karman's constant (= 0.4)， 

y Height from the bottom surface 

U Flow velocity at height y above the bottom surface，‘ 

ks Relative roughness， 

ν Kinematic viscosity of water， 

where U* 

Ar A constant. 
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However， it is doubtful whether equation 2.1 is app1icable in the region of a 
riverbed with a considerable roughness height. Fig. 2.1 presents the flow velocity 
distribution， measured with a Petot tube and an inclined magometer， above a 
fixed riverbed on which natural gravel of d = 12.0 mm is attached. According to 
that， the velocity distribution has a point of change in slope around y = 0.8d， and 
the f10w velocity near the riverbed tends to be uniformalized to depart from 
Prandtl's logarithmic law. 

The velocity distribution in Fig. 2.1 permits us to regard the upper and lower 
layers of flow as having respectively respectively different logarithmic distrib仕

tions. Thus， for the lower layer below the change point in slope it is expressed as 

u y 

ーニ A 十 ψIn-:-
U* O 

-・(2.2 ) 

and for the upper layer as 

u y 
ーヰ A +一 In-
U* IC O 

-・(2.3 ) 

From Fig. 2.1 the constants are K = 0.4， 5 = 0.8d，φ= 0.87 
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Fig. 2.1 The Resu1t of Ve10city 
Distribution Measurement 
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A=む'8/U*(U8;Velocity at the position ofy = 8)， according to Fig. 2.1 seems to 
change in a complicated way according to relative roughness. However， the pat-
tern of velocity distribution in the neighborhood of the bottom surface changes 
with the placement of the origin of the coordinate system. Fixing the origin for 
the water height h is difficult and researchers have used various methods. 
Tsuchiya2) for a fixed riverbed of mixed gravel fmds a relationship between 
d日二 andthe position of ori出 ofthe coordinate system so that the va1ue of 
friction velocity is equa1 to a value which can be found by applying世間 logarith-
mic law to the flow velocity distribution and friction velocity found from the 
water surface slope and water depth. Here， d84， d16 indicate， respectively， 84% 
組 d16% of the grain size in the grain size accumulation curve. According to the 
Tsuchiya's method the orig泊 islocated at the va1ue 0.25<1， below the crest of a 
partic1e for uniform grain size. Also， Einstein and E1samni3) say it is appropriate 
to fix the origin coordinate at a value 0.2d below the crest of a partic1e because 
the slope of the velocity distribution is泊 conformitywith the logarithmic law. 
Cheng and C1yde4) investigated the applicability of Manning's formula and 
Chezy's formula with respect to uniform spherica1 roughness， and fix the origin 
at a va1ue 0.15d below the crest of a vartic1e. The author considers the riverbed 
to be the height where 25% of the riverbed surface is exposed， a higher va1ue， 
because the experimenta1 results concerning initiation limit of gravel related担

Chapter 3 can be arranged well regardless of grain size. A suitable height for 
uniform spherical grains is about 0.15d below the crest. This resuIt places the 
origin above the result of Tsuchiya et al. who apply the logarithmic law to the 
velocity distribution. Fig. 2.1 il1ustrates the velocity distribution using these 
riverbed origins. The results indicate a tendency of uniformalization for the 
velocity distribution to depart from Prandlt's logarithmic law near the riverbed. 
Further， for the case where the riverbed origin is 0.25d below the crest of a gravel 
varticle the velocity distribution of Fig. 2.1 is as shown in Fig. 2.2. From this 
one can see that the velocity distribution pattern changes in a number of ways 
according to the placement of the origin， and that the uniformly changing trend 
of stream velocity near the bottom surf~ce is the essentialproblem. There 
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Fig. 2.2 Velocity Distribution of Flow in case 
the Standard Surface of Bed is taken 
below the Crest of Gravel 

Christensen5) studied the velocity distribution near a rough surface and 
explains it by taking the mixing length Q as 

v 
十 f3d 十 lCy

U ホ

where K is Karman 's constant， 。isa coefficient. 

-・・・(2.4 ) 

For a turbulent flow near a perfect rough surface v /U * ~ 1， the formula is 

1 = f3d 十 lCy . ( 2.5 ) 

O'Loughlin and Annambhotla6) use this formula for the coefficient ofkinematic 
eddy viscosity: 

εzコεlog+εw . ( 2.6 ) 
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where elog is the kinematic eddy -yiscosity-for loganthmic law ew is an additi6nal 
kinematic eddy viscosity near the wal1 ew is taken to be a fixed value up to' 
2 times the height of the rough elements above the bed， and is taken to be zero 
above that. Iwagaki7) too explains the uniform change of flow velocity as it 
occurs near the riverbed， taking the mixing length to be 

1=10 + ICy -・・・(2. 7 ) 

where Qo is the additional mixing length near the riverbed. These above are 
hypotheses put forward to explain the velocity distribution， but al1 consider 
additiona1 mixing due to rough elements. Further， such uniform change of flow 
velocity in the environs of the riverbed is observed also in cases where there is 
bed load8) or suspended load9)， and is explained by activization of mixing by 
both large rough elements or bedload and suspended particles. 

Yamaoka10) measured the flow velocity distribution in the neighboring 
region of a rectangular roughness element， and explains the flow velocity near the 
rough surface by the theory of wake. 

According to this explanation， as shown in Fig. 2.3， 

ヒ~'-J
Fig. 2.3 Explanation of Velocity 

Distribution by Wake 

One can find a section which deviates from the logarithmic law， where the 印刷

ca11ed roughness wake layer is generated near the riverbed due to the existence of 
rectan忠11訂 roughnesselements. The flow velocity distribution within the rough岨

ness wake layer is explained as the velocity distribution of the wake caused by 
single rectangular bodies， and there are waves in the stream direction for the 
thickness of the boundary layer b. When it becomes largest in the case of an担ter国

ference stream: 

Q
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b詰1.781/c2CDbOXl (2.8) 

where CD is a drag coefficient， C2 a constant determined by the flow velocity 
distribution， and bo the roughness height. If one extends this over a riverbed su子
face with a grain diameter of a spaced λ'd， the thickness of the maximum thick-
ness of wake layer bmax is proportional to γ1/2 d. For natural riverbeds the 
relationship between the representative grain diameter d and the grain spacing 
A.'d is analogous， and since one can consider λ， a fixed value， bmax is proportional 
to grain diameter. Further， the mixing distance見， within the roughness surface 
wake layer is' also proportional to γ1/2 d， and is constant in the direction of 
measuring water depth. This supports the average agreement of Christensen 
mentioned before and the hypothesis of Iwagaki. More correctly， for the ratio 
b/bo of the thickness of the roughness wake layer b to the roughness height bo， 
a tendency to change can be seen due to slope， not only to roughness spacing. 
According to these experiments the ratio b/bo has a dispersion around 1.6-3.0， 
which if one considers the treatment of the bed surface is almost identical 
with 8 = 0.8d mentioned before. Here 8 is the turning point of the flow velocity 
distribution. As for other explanations of the uniform change of flow velocity 
near the riverbed there is the water pefllleabi1ity of the riverbed materials. 

However， Zagni and Smith 11) found the resistance coefficient increased for the 
case of rough uniform gravel compared with an impermeable riverbed， but for 
mixed sand pefllleability need not be considered. 

That report was on resistance coefficient and not an argument concerning 
change near the bed of flow velocity distribution， but it seemsin general that 
pefllleabi1ity does not exert much influence. 

Thus， ha吋ngcompared previous research， the uniform change of flow velocity 
near the bed with rough turbulent flow is a general phenomenon， and since 
it seems quite va1id to take 0.8d as the height of the turning point of the slope， 
it is used here (equations 2.2 and 2.3) to predict the flow velocity near the 
riverbed. Integrating equations 2.2 and 2.3 to find the average cross sectional flow 
velocity Uo， as a two-dimensional stream， for hミユ 8，we have 

Uo U~ h 
叩-ーニ一一エー+一 ln-
U象 Uホ" o 

h-O 1 

h 正
ψ
a
 

s
一-n

-・(2.9 ) 

for h < o， 

Uo Uo . h 
一一=一一 +ψ(1 nτ-
U事 U. O 

-・・(2. 10 ) 

In formulas 2.2 and 2.3， in order to detefllline A (Ud/U*) it is necessary to 
know the value of Uo/U *， namely the resistance coefficient. 
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Section 3: Coefficient of Resistance 

(1) Coefficient ofresistance for a rigid bed 
As explained in the Section 1: Outline， there are many studies on resistance 

coefficient for a fixed bed when the relative roughness is not large. Studies on 
flow resistance for a large relative roughness mostly concem artificial roughness 
called spherical roughness or frame-tYP~.roughnessI2) ， 13). 

For example in Moody's diagrarnI4) experimental values are indicated up to 
the value d/h = 0.2 for the conduit. 

Mirajgaoker 15)， from dimension analysis and experiments using natural 
stones (1arge cobb1e stones)， reports that the resistance coefficient increases not 
on1y according to the relative roughness but also according to the Froude num-
ber Fr (= Uo/ゾ高).

Also， Iwagaki7)， conceming the Ar of equation 2.1， has found an experimen-
tal formula from research on thin layer streams. 

Fr 話 0.89 では， Ar 

Fr ミ 0.89 では. Ar ;;:'-57附 r + 1.2 (恥/ }... (2.11) 

Also， HonmaI6)， in case when the resistance coefficient is for a torrentia1 
flow， investigated experimently that it is not only a function of Reynolds Num司

ber. Re (= Uoh/γ) but also a function of Froude Number. Since the value of 
d/h < 0.2泊 Moody'sdiagram is insufficient， for mountain rivers， experiments 
carried out for values 0[. d/h greater than 0.2 using an experiment for artificial 
roughness in order to investigate appropriate values of the resist如 cecoefficient. 

(a) Outline of the experiments 
In the experiments the downstream 2 m end of a 15 m long and 36.5 cm 

wide flume (stee1 with one side glass， whose slope can be varried freely from 00 

to 200
) was used. 

Two types of glass beads of diameters 24.5 mm and 12.6 mm respective1y 
were used as roughness elements. 

These were spread out in a single layer densely in an aluminum box of width 
36.5 cm， length 1.96 m as shown in Fig. 2.4. 

The box was inserted担 thechannel， and with a slope of 0.02 to 0.17， the 
flow depth was observed while changing the flow discharge. 

Further， the flow depth was measured with a point gauge， and the flow 
discharge by a triangular wei:I:. 

(b) Experimenta1 results and observations 

ームqJ 



Nd2=1.155 

Fig. 2.4 An Array of Roughness Elements 

Chezy's c and Manning's n are weIl known as coefficients of flow resistance， but 
here Darcy Weisbach's coefficient of frictional resistance f勾 8U*2/U0

2in used. 
The resistance coefficient of friction f due to close packed sand particles can 

be considered a function of a coefficient dependent on friction velocity U *， 
gravitational constant g， grain diameter d， water depth h， water viscosity co-
efficient μ， and the water density p， and using dimension analysis the value of f 
can be expressed as: 

行占 d U*2 d 
f=φ1 (一二一 ー ) ・・・(2. 1 2 ) 

11 • gd ， h 

The first term on the right side is called the Reynolds Number Re* and can 
be considered to exert no great influence on a perfect rough surface turbulent 
flow. 

If we add to the prameter the density N of the roughness， Nd2 is added to the 
right side of function 2.12. 

This is the same as White's17) packing coefficient， and for the arrangement 
shown in Fig. 2.4 Nd2 = 1.155 we see from function 2.12 that for in the case 
where the arrangement of roughness elements is fixed， it is best to arrange the 
relative roughness d/h and U*2 /gd the parameters. 

Fig. 2.5 indicates the change of the resistance co-efficient due to relative 
roughness from experimental results. 
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The lines determined by eye show the overal1 trend. 
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Fig. 2.5 Experimen.tal Results of Resistance Coefficients 

From this we see that as the relative roughness increases the resistance co・
efficient f increases sharply， and that the larger the value of U*2/gd也el訂 ger
the value of f becomes. 

In Fig. 2.5， a diffence in resistance can be seen for the two different dia-
meters， but it is not a significant difference， the reason being that a considerable 
error is inc1uded in the depth measurements since the absolute water depth is 
small. 

Further， taking the theoretical riverbed surface to be O.15d below the crest 
of a particle， the influence of the sidewall is corrected for using Einstem's 
method18). 

When the width is large with respect to the water depth there is practically 
equivalent to Rb. 

Here Rb is the hydrantic radius with respect to the riverbed. 
百lerelationship between Froude Number and U*2 /gd is: 

d

一h
8

一f
場
一

J
U

U
一
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一一
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一h
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本
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一U
，一
λ
u

u
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-・(2. 1 3 ) 
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and if three of the variab1e Fr， U*2/gd， f， d/h are found the fourth is unique1y 
detennined. The reason for using U串2/gdas the parameter instead of Froude's 
Number is that given the water depth and s10pe the flow velocity can be加 medi“

ate1y caluculated. 

0.6 

f 

0.5 

0.4 

0.3 

0.2 
/干ー ________mi1dslope 

円 2

とえー =;0.12
gdm 

O.工O

0.08_ ..---工=0.15---0.06 

ン>/で 18Tf=6.5+ 2.5.R-n h/dm 

0.1ト d必'1=0.02

o 1.0 守 1. 2.0 3.0 

Fig. 2.6 Change in Resistance Coefficient dependent on 
Slope and Relative Roughness 

Fig. 2.6 indicates the coefficient of dray as a function of slope. Finding the f 
from Iwagaki's equation (2.11)， we get 

F r S 0.89， 

f = 8/( 7.5 + 5.75吋)2
( 2. 1 4 ) 

Fr ミ 0.89，

fリ/{ 7.2-5.7 510g F r+ 1.2 ( log F r )2 +5.75吋p
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Comparison of Various Resistance 
Coefficients with the Empirical 

、Equationby Iwagaki 

There are a number of differences with the experimenta1 results of Fig. 2.5， 
what is the cause of such泊creasein resistance? 

First， one can consider the loss of energy due to a vortex behind the riverbed 
gravel. Then， using an abrupt drop model one explains the characteristics of the 
variation in resistance coefficient due to U*2 /gd and d/h. 

(c) Explanation using a step-down model 
Consider a riverbed lined with 

spheres as in Fig. 2.4. In Fig. 2.8， 
let入dbe the length of the bound-
ary of the vortex caused by wake. 
Deriving an equation of momentum 
for the range between the cross-
section 1 at the crest of a particle 
and the cross-section II at the 
reattach point， ignoring friction， 
we get 

ρg ( h I +f3d )2 ρh2
2 

'・Am'n 
h2 

ー事- Vl 一--V2

2 2 /- 入包

ρ712 V2
2 
h2 ー ρマIVI

2 
hl Fig. 2.8 Explanation of a Stepped叩

・(2.15) Down Model 
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where，町 andf/2 are correction coefficients for the momentum at cross-sections 
1 to II， and the other sumbo1s are indicated in Fig. 2.8. 

The equation of continuity is 

h， v， = h2 V2 h v 

-・(2.1 6 ) 

where h is average depth， v is average ve10city. 
The equation of energy is 

F V1 
.• 2 

d + h， +でーー一 ( h2十一一一 ==h 1 
己g 2g 

The 10ss of water head is written 

官T 2 

h 1 io A d = (~) A d 
gh 

where io is the water channe1 slope. Taking 

v 
一一=Ar 
U掌

h h， + a d 

T/! = η=  1. a - s 

From equation 2.20 

h， d 

一一 a-h h 

Then from equation 2.22 

h， h， h d h 
一一=一一一-= (1-a一)-""
h2 h h2 h h2 
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From equation 2.16 and 2.19， 

h h 
V2 一一一 V 之一一一 U事Ar

h2 h2 

-・・ (2.24 ) 

h 
V12t711*At -・・ (2. 25) 

From equations 2.15， 2.24， and 2.25 

g h2 g h/ ， h .• /. 

2
一一γ=τ)2Ar

Z 

U*2 h2一亡y UJ A;2 
n 

Cancelling gh2f2 on both sides of the above equation the following relation 
results: 

(ム)2
h 

2A; U *2 

gd 

d 

h 

h 
(一一一一一一)
h2 d 

l-a-
h 

-・・(2.26 ) 

From equation 2.17， the following relation results: 

h . h U.2 

h+一〈一戸 U*2A ;:.2ー (h2 +一〈ー )2U*2 Ar2) =ーニ-Ad
2g hl 2gh2 gh 

Cancel1ing h on both sides of the above equation， the following relation resu1ts: 

h2 U*2， ，d. • 1 U*2 d 
1一一一一一-A(ー)2 =一一ニ.::.Ai-2 ((一戸一一一一一一一〕

h gd h 2 gd h 
(I-aE)2 

-・・(2.27 ) 

or， rearranged泊to:
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Substituting eq. 2.28 in eq. 2.26 and rearranging it， the following relation results 

d ，h2， 1 d u.2 ， ， d 
(町一)' - 3 ( 1-aー)(一一)" + {4 ( 1-aー)(1一一:::'-A(一)2)ー1}一一

h h h gd h 

一(1-a竺 o
h 

-・・・・・・(2. 29) 

In eq. 2.29 let h2jh = x， 1欄 adjh = A， 1・U*2jgdλ (djh)2= B， the fol1owing 
results: 

x3 
- 3AX2 + (4ABー1)X十 A 0 -・・(2.30 ) 

Because this is a trinomina1 equation with respect to X， it can be solved using 
the Cardan's method. When obtaining the solution with a rea1 number， the follow-
ing relation resu1ts from eq. 2.28 

，. 
Ar' 

2(B-X) 

u: d 1 、

一 一一一一，
gd h 、X2 A2 ' 

and the coefficient of resistance becomes 

8 
=--，ァー

Ar' 

-・・(2.3 1 ) 

-・・(2.32 ) 

From the above， the resistance coefficient can be ca1culated for an arbitrary 
combination of U*2jgd and djh， provided the coefficients a and λare determined. 
Considering this two--dimensiona11y泊 sucharrangement as in Fig. 2.8， ifwe take 
a = 0.15，λbecomes 1.375. Let's observe a vortex behind spherical grain partic1es 
laid most densely on the riverbed. Glass beads of 24.5 mm in diameter were 
spread over 4.5 m in width within the water channel， and through the glass wall， 
the flow in the periphery of the spheres was observed from the side. To rnake the 
observation c1ear a solution of pearl clay added by potassiurn manganate is put 
泊tothe flow. Clear observation of the dornain of he vortex in the wake by experi嗣

rnent was difficult due to the dispersion of dyestuffs， but a peel-off point could 
be observed wel1. According to those observations the peel幽offcould be seen 
ne訂 thecrest of a partic1e， and it resernbled photographs of a flow in the vicinity 
of cylinders by Prandtl， or those of spheres in a uniforrn flow by Wieselsberger. 
Further， the vortex behind the roughness elements reached as far as the partic1e 
behind， which proved the appropriateness of the model of Fig. 2.8 to the phe-
nomena. 
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According to calculations using 
the stepped model， as国 Fig.2.9， 
for the case λ= 1.50， a = 0.10 there 
is good agreement with the" experi-
mental values， and it seems the 
three dimensional influence is ex-
erted to some extent. 

官lUS，using the step-down mod-
el as above， the change of the 
resistance coefficient f by U*2/gd 
and d/h can be explained. 

f 
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Fig. 2.9 Calculated Results" of 
Resistance Coefficient 

(2) 官lestream resistance law for a movable bed 
The previous section concerned the resistance law for a flow on a fixed bed. 

Here， the case of a movable bed. Theaverage cross-sectional velocity UO for a 
movable bed is assumed to be determined by μ， g，d，R，I，σ，p. Replacing the energy 
gradient 1 byU* = yg哀r，and the gravitation constant g by the weight of gravel 
加 thewater (u幽 ρ)g，Uo/U * can be written， using dimension analysis， as 

Uo "U*d U*% Rσ  
ーム=o.， (ー」ー， ・ 守 ， 一
U. "ν(σ/ρ-1) gd' d ρ 

-・・ (2.33) 

where R is the hydraulic radius. In the case where river bed waves are formed， the 
height of the waves， not R/d， is加lportant.百lehydraulics Committee of the 
Japanese Society of Civi1 Engineers21) processed a large number of materials on 
experiments concerning resistance of a movable bed. However， as explained in 
Chapter 1， this research assumes that the river bed pattems are for the most part 
flat river beds， and in the region of a perfect rough surface turbulent flow. The 
influence of Reynolds Number for the sand partic1e is not marked. Further， since 
the object of this" research was natural river beds， the ratio σ/ρis practically 
constant at about 2.5 to 2.65. Finally， for a flat movable bed resistance coeffi-
cient the parameters become the tractive force T * (= U * 2 /(u /ρ-l)gd) and R/d. 
According-to Kishi22) the experimental resutls of resistance coefficient for flat 
beds is c10se to 
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3L=60+575ld 
v* 

-・(2.34 ) 

Ashida and Michigarru23) for a flat movable bed propose the fol1owing， consider姐

泊gthat the jump height of a sand influences the roughness. 

U。
一一
U牟

6」0+5L7510g h 
d ( 1十2，*) -・・・・(2.35 ) 

In order to obtain values for the roughness coefficient for the case of large 
relative roughness， the author carried out experiments on a movable bed. The sand 
uti1ized in the experiments was uniform sand gravel with average diameter of 5.51 
mm and mixed sand gravel with average diameter of 6.4 mm. Fig. 2.10 shows 
resistance coefficient as a function of d/Rb and 'T*・Forthe resistance coefficient 

. on a movable bed， experiments were carried out under conditions ofboth U*2/gd 
and the relative water depth being large compared with the previous experiments 
for fixed bed. As is c1ear from the figure， the resistance coefficient seems to vary 
continuously from the trend of the fixed bed experiments. Ashida and 
阻 chiue23)fmd good agreement when comparing the experimenta1 data for 
R/dと 10with equation 2.35 for the upper regime. However， as shown in Fig. 
2.10 for d/R > 0.1 the experimental va1ues are considerably larger than those of 
equation 2.35. 
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Fig. 2.10 Coefficient of Resistance of a F10w 
on a Movable Bed (1) 
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Fig. 2.11 Coefficient of Resistance of a F10w 
on a Movab1e Bed (2) 
(dm = Uniform sand grave1 of 6.20mm) 

Fig. 2.11， being the experimenta1 results for uniform sand gravel with 6.20 
mm in average diameter， exhibits almost the same resultt as Fig. 2.10. Namely， 
with respect to coefficient of resistance on a movablebed with the relative water 
depth being small in this way， the correction for the jump height of the sand 
partic1es is not important at a11. What is of over哨 helming加 portan回 isthe 
increase of slope and the加creaseof relative roughness， and the coefficient of can 
be expressed with nearly the same relationship s for the fixed bed case. That 
depends on the river bed pattem being with担 thelimits of the flat riverbed bed. 

Section 4: Resistance and. Characteristics of a Gravel Mixture Bed 

A natura1 riverbed is composed ofvarious large and small mixed gr釘elstones. 
This section describes the special characteristics of a mixed gravel bed and the 
resistance of the flow. 
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(1) Characteristics of a gravel mixture bed 
With respect to the initation of motion of gravel and the resistance of the f1ow， 

the distribution of the number of gravel stones protruding from the riverbed 
surface h (di) is more important than the average grain size distribution up to 
a certain depth. Tsuchiya2) considered the distribution of the number of gravel 
stones protruding from the surface， and assuming the gravel be !lniformly dis-
tributed in the depth direction， proposed the equation， h(di) = Af(di)jdP . Here 
h(di) is the distribution percentage by the number of partic1es of grain diameter di 
泊 theriverbed， f(di) is the distribution percentage by total weight of partic1es of 
grain size di. A is a coefficient to make the right hand of the equation equal 
100%. In order to investigate this h(di)， glass beads of diameters 1，2，5， 7， 12.6， 
16.4， 24.5 mm， and 18.3 mm porcelain beads were color coded by diameter， 
mixed， and laid to a 4 cm thickness. Photographs were then taken of the riverbed 
surface. The average grain diameter (dm) of these materials was 9.7 mm， and 
d戸市=2.84. Fig. 2.12 shows the average distribution of particles laid as 
obtained from the photograph of the riverbed， and the ca1culated values from 
the above equation. From this it is obvious that it is difficu1t for small particles 
to exist at the surface， and this proves that other than being transported by the 
streぉn，small particles have a strong tendency due to vibration etc. to sink into 
the interstices， and it is difficu1t for them to be uniformly distributed by depth. 
In this case the average diameter of a particle on the riverbed surface was 11.09 
mm. In this way， the average diameter of mixed gravel dms is considerably diι 
ferent for the surface and the whole， and thus it would be reasonable to use the 
average diameter for the riverbed surface when discussing the characteristics of 
the riverbed surface when discussing the characteristics of the riverbed. For that 
reasoIl the average diameter at the surface dms wi1l be used in this discussion 
hereafter. 

~ _gravel mixture bed is compli-100 
cated in many respects， and itis not 酎

well understood how best to de- ん

scribe its characteristics quantita-
tively. Among the characteristics， 
grain distribution has been studied 
previously， and has been expressed 
by average grain size or standard 50 
deviation. When considering f10w 
resistance or initiation of motion of 
sand gravel， as加 thisstudy， infor-
mation concerning the a 
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c1e's existing height and grain size distribution and riverbed roughness. The past 
history can be thought to influence the relationship between riverbed surface 
condition and the grain size distribution， but as a frrst step in studying compli-
cated riverbed surfaces， suggest the following argument that there is a unique 
relationship between grain size distribution and the condition of the riverbed sur-
face， especially the roughness. Here riverbed surface roughness does not inc1ude 
sand waves in the riverbed， it is roughness of an order of grain size above riverbed 
wavy contour or the flat-riverbed. 

As a method of expressing a riverbed surface's roughness one can take the 
standard deviation of riverbed height at certain observed intervals. Here， more 
simply， one observes the riverbed height Z at fixed intervals t.X， and the average 
8 the absolute value t.Z of the difference in heights for bordering points is taken 
as the roughness. Here the measuring intervals are a problem. 
Fig. 2.13 shows the variation of 
the average value of t.Z taking 
t.X as 0.5 cm. 1.0 cm. 1.5 cm. 主~

dms=11.27mm 
dmax=25 .4mm 

2.0 cm， 2.5 cm， 3.0 cmusing the dms 
data observed at 5 mm intervals 
as the base. The riverbed was 
mixed gravel and river sand. 
From this we see that for small 
observation intervals t.Z is small， 
but when the observation inter-
vals are larger than the average 
grain diameter， the value of Z is 
fair1y constant. Provided one 
can find a characteristic quantity 
t.Z to express the riverbed sur-
face's roughness. Fig. 2.14 pre欄

0.5 。
0.4 
0.3 

。/0一一。 o 。

Fig.2.13 

20 25301innsX 
1.77 2.22 乙.66 sX/dms 

The Variation of sZsX/dms 
at Measuring Interva1s 

sents observations of t.Zjdms for natural sand gravel having various grain size 
distributions. 

According to this， within the 
1imits of average grain diameter 
at the riverbed surface being 
between 4.2 mm and 15.14 
mm，orゾ高刀d16 from 1.34 to 
2.70， t.Zjdms is constant at 0.27. 
Further， since for uniform gravel 
with d = 12 mm also t.Zjdms = 
0.30， one can conc1ude the river-
bed surface roughness is not 
proportional to the average grain 
diameter， nor related to the 

_ 0.4 

sZ 
l 、 2.62 1.39 u叫 .(1.0) 

dms 0.3j-1dT.7壬二三%と111fLo o 
o 
2.70 

0，2 

0.1 

。
dms(mm) 

。
1.34 

;:;;dZぷ:z:?孟J:;eft町・ 2.14 Observed川 lesof sZ/dms for 
lil Varoius Mixed Sand Grave1 Beds 

Fig. 2.13 as the values approach 
0.4 the difficu1ty of laying sand 
flat is indicated. Further， for 
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mixed gravel of glass beads， when dm = 9.70 mm，ゾζ刀ζ~ = 2.74 f1Z/dms口

0.343 which is the same as f1Z/dms = 0.345 obtained for dm = 5.67 mm， 
~夜二= 3.11. Furthermore， according to the reported resu1ts of grain dia-
meter and riverbed height taken at the intersection points of a grid laid out with 
5 cm intervals in the latera1 direction and 10 cm intervals in the f10w direction at 
Ashiarai Val1ey in the Jintsu River network in July 1973， for average grain dia“ 

meter 9.16 mm， ....;Ci;;;Id江口 3.03，f1Z is 2.83 cm and広Z/dmsis 0.31， thus con-
frrming for a natural riverbed the fact the roughness is 0.3 times the average grain 
diameter. It is not well understood what relationship exists between the effective 
roughness with respect to the stream andムZdefined in this way. However， it 
would be safe to assume it. is proportiona1， as its frrst approximation. From the 
above， the resistance of a mixed gravel bed is expressed by dms the average grain 
diameter and is expected not to depend on grain size distribution. 

Next let's investigate the height of particles having a particular grain diameter. 
In a mixed gravel bed of natural gravel， the heights of each grain size group of 
particles were observed. From that frequency distribution the 仰せlOrmeasured 
va1ues of (Z“ Zo)， the distance from a theoretica1 riverbed surface of height Z at 
frequency distributions of 50% and 10%. 
Fig. 2.15 indicates this height 0.8 
for each grain diameter. It 
was found that the dispersion 
of the distribution is large for 
sma11 partic1es， but the va1ue 
of (Zi“ Zo)/di， with respect 
to grain diameter di， is about 
0.4 for 10% and a constant 
va1ue of0.15 for 50%. 
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(2) Resistance of a stream above a gravel mixture bed 
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It seems from studies conceming the characterisitics of mixed gravel bed， that 
the flow resistance law gives the same resu1ts as a unifonn bed， provided one uses 
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the average diameter dms of the surface as a representative grain diameter. Figures 
2.16 and 2.17 indicate the flow resistance coeffiGIent for a mixed bed as dms/Rb 
arranged by value of U*2 /gdms. The trend is practically the same as Fig. 2.5 the 
uniform bed case， and this shows the appropriates of using dms as a representaive 
quantity of the mixed riverbed. Both A and B in Fig. 2.16 are riverbeds_l!1ade of 
glassbeadsofdiameter 1 to 24.5 mm with，respectively， dm.， = 9.70 mm，ゾdS4fd16

= 2.74， and dm = 5.67 mm，.J dS4 !d16 = 3.11. A1so， the A (N) of F詰.2.17is made 
of natural sand-gravel of diameters 0.84 to 25.4 mm and dm = 7.78 mm and 
~応 =2.74.

Section 5: Conc1usion 

This Chapter examined flow resistance which is basic when considering sedi-
ment. Since in river bed form the boundary region under consideration in the 
present study is upper flow reigime， it has advanced the discussion which was 
entirely concerned with flat river beds. 

Concerning the flow velocity distribution above a rough surface， there is 
near the river bed a uniformly changing trend for the flow velocity distribution 

to depart from Prandtl's logarithmic rule. For a stream with a relatively large 
roughness， the rate for water depth in that area becomes large， and it， seems， 
ra廿ler，to become a controlling factor. There have been a number of studies 
concerning this tendency in stream velocity distribution. There are a large number 
of qualitative explantions， none of which are defmitive. The author proposed that 
from the observed results the flow velocity distribution be divided into an upper 
and a lower regions at a height of 0.8 times the grain diameter， and that one apply 
a logarithmic law with slope 5.75 to the upper region and a logarithmic distriblシ
tion with slope 2.64 to the lower region. When doing so the form of the equa-
tion treating the theoretical river bed changes， but the essential nature does not 
change. Further，加 thisstudy the theoretica1 bed is one where 25% of the surface 
has partic1es protruding. This corresponds to a position 0.15 diameters below the 
crest of a partic1e for uniform spheres densely spread. 

Next， from experiements on large relative roughness， the increase in resistance 
coefficient f due to relative roughness， U2fgd， Froude's number， and slope was 
made c1ear. A1so， the nature of the variation in resistance coefficient was ex-
plained theoretically by a step-down model. Resistance on a movable bed was also 
investigated. The resistance coefficient for the fixed bed is the same as for a flat 
river bed. For large roughness the resistance is increased by grains of sand tossed 
up， and it was made clear that this addition is quite' small compared with the 
influence of a steep slope. 

Next， mixed gravel beds were considered. The grain size distirbution at the 
river bed surface is not the same as that for the river bed materials overall， and 
accordingly one must use the average grain diameter at the surface as a represent-
ative quantity for the river bed. Furthere， the roughness of the river bec1 is from 
0.25 to 0.4 times the average grain diameter. And it was shown t 
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CHAPTER 3 CRITICAL TRACTIVE FORCE FOR INITIATING 
THE TRANSPORT OF GRA VEL 

Section 1: OutIine 

Unifonn gravel or gravel mixture spread within a water channel doesn't move 
for a small discharge， but with an increase担投ledischarge the gravel begins to 
move from time to t加le.If the discharge is further increased， the movement be-
comes extraordinarily active. The border between thおinitiatingand ceasing of 
出emotion of gravel is called the transport threshold， and the shear stress of the 
gravel at that time is called the critical tractive force. 

Because sediment begins to move when the critical tractive force 問中部ses
the transport threshold， it goes without saying that the detennination of that 
value corresponding to conditions in rivers， our objective， is a fundamental topic 
in order to treat rivers， which are channels for transporting not only water but 
also sediment. Accordingly， research has been carried out in the past on critical 
tractive force according to various defmitions of transport threshold.τ'hecritical 
tractive force for deep streams on a gent1y sloping bed has become fairly clear. 
However， it is not yet c1ear whether the results of past research can apply to 
streams which have a water depth several times the bed gravel diameter only加

flood times and which are steeply sloped， such as mountain streams. Rather， 
it is to. be expected出atthe critical tractive force will differ. 

This chapter clarifies the critical tractive force for initiating the transport of 
gravel or simply the initiating critical tractive force as it occurs in steply sloped 
streams， a topic practically untouched in past research. First， past research is 
summarized; next from experiments and theoretical considerations， the initiating 
critical tractive force is c1arified for unifonn gravel in a to汀entialflow and for 
gravel mixture having a wide grain size distribution as in mountain streams. 

Section 2: Conventional Research on Critical Tractive Force 

(1) Dimension analytical studies 

The physical quantities governing transport phenomena of sediment due to 
flowing water are the water density ρ， the coefficient of viscosityμ， the gravel 
density a， grain diameter d， water depth h， friction velocity U*， and the gravita-
tional constant g; an equation to describe the transport phenomena is expected 
to inc1ude these quantities. Now if one thinks about the equation describing the 
sediment discharge qs'md dedves a nondimensional equation including the 
above quantities by diII1ension analysis， one can obtain. 

qs .， U...d U兵 hσ
ー」γー =φ3(一地L ， 高 一一νU犬 ーす一， (σ/ρ由工)gd d P (3.1) 

If one def"mes the transport threshold condition部 q"， = 0， a non-dimensional 
equation to detennine the critical tractive force is， from equation 3.1， 
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(3.2) 
hcσ 、

dρ ノ

U*2cd 
<T!f (-ー v一'Eム

(σ/p -1)gd て犬c= 

Here the right hand side of the above equation represents the critica1 tractive 
force in a non-dimension fashion and the accompanying letter c indicates the 
critica1 va1ue. 
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Research on critica1 tractive force got its start加 1936by Shields' studies. He 
left out the terms h，，/d and a /ρfrom eq. 3.2， plotted the empirica1 relation bか

tween T *c and Re*手U*cd/v)，and showed the results could be described virtu-
a11y by a sing1e curve. It was conflrmed 1) that the saine relationship held time for 
later experimenta1 results comparing steep and mild slopes， which was widely used 
部 Shieldsdiagram. 

According to Y alin 2) ，世lereason the specific gravity term a /ρexerts no 
influence on the critical tractive force is that σ/ρis a term due to inertia of sedi-
ment transport， and since the critica1 condition for initiating the transport lies in 
a static equilibrium condition， the term a /ρneed not be considered. On the other 
hand， partic1es immediately before transport have been observed to shake and 
turn about due to the turbulence of flow， and one. can守 notnecessarily say the 
partic1e suddenly moves from rest. Ward3) discusses the influence of σ/p， and 
modifies T*C by introducing an additiona1 mass coefficient. However， in Fig. 3.1 
points for different specific gravities fall on the same curve， so it seems σ/ρdoes 
not exert an important influence. 

Also， Ya1in2) and Gessler4>， concerning the reason the relative water depth 
hc/d does not influence甘lecritica1 tractive force， suggest the stream near the 
river beddepends only on the distance from the bed and the frictiort velocity 
inc1ud加g加rbulence，and is unrelated to depth. However， since the velocity 
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distribution and turbulent flow characteristics are not c1ear for a stream with a 
sma1l relative depth on a steep slope， it is necessary to investigate the influence of 
relative depth. Let us consider conventional research concerning Jhe influence of 
relative depth on critica1 tractive force. For example Bogardi5) c1assifies the 
experimenta1 data by relative depth as 

九 c=む[(伊 ;-1/3)#，(与)1久的 (3.3) 

from dimension ana1ysis， and says for a constant value of d/(P2/3"g-巾)the nop-
dimensional critical tractive force expression r *c is proportional to (d/h)2 or j2/3 

• 

Here， i is the bed slope. This resu1t is based on acertain prescribed water tempem幽

旬reand indicates that r *c for a certain partic1e size wi11 increase if d/h or i in輔

creases. More correctly， the data used by Bogardi fa1l within the 1imIts dfh < 0.2， 
i < 0.025， 2 < Re*く 104，and the relationship between r*c and (d/h)2 or i2β 

exhibits a good deal of dispersion. A1so， Sahap and Aksoy6) "give a modification 
table for r *G as a function of d/h within也erange d2/3 /v Vg (a司戸>2.5 X 103. 
Neil7) indicates， from experiments with d/h up to about 0ムthatthe critical 
tractive force increases s1ight1y due to an泊creasein dfh. Tabata and Ichino部 8)

have carried out experiments on critical tractive force for large gravel， and have 
obtained the resu1t that r *c inc詑 asesas the slope increases. 

As in the above examples， r牢C担 thepast has primari1y been treated as a co-
efficient only of Re* on the right hand side ofequation 3ユHowever，it seems it 
isrelated to h/d also when the relative depth becomes small， and it is c1ear that 
research is necessary especially for the case when the depth is of the same order 
as the partic1e size. 

(2) Mechanica1 analysis 

Natural bed material is sand mixture and the flow恒 generalis turbu1ent and 
the flow velocity changes. When the force working on an individua1 p訂 ticleis 
greater than the resistance force of the particle， it st紅白 tomove， but the phe-
nomenon is probabilistic because of the irregular nature of the configuration and 
shape of the particles and turbulence. Research on mechanica1 analysis of the 
critical tractive force， such as those comiled by Graf9)， is in genera1 divided into 
those dependent on critical velocity and those dependent. on drag force or lift 
force. A1so， they are divided泊todeterministic studies concerned with the average 
value， and probabi1istic studies considering variation. Further， they can be cl部岳

fied for uniform gravel or gravel mixture as the object of study. Here， a dist加c-
tion is made between uniform gravel and gravel mixture in the investigations. 

(a) Critica1 tractive force for uniform gravel 

There are two basic points of view. One， such， as Kurihara10) and White11)， 
is taking the shear stress per unit area divided . by the number of protruding 
particles per unit訂 eaas the value impinging on eachparticle whichmaintains 
an equilibrium. A 
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sand surface. When the depth is sufficiently large compared to the partic1e dia-
meter， T *c is the coefficient only for Re串・ τ'heform of that coefficient has been 
considered by Kurihara and Iwagaki泊 termsof turbulent flow theory. Fig. 3.6 
shows some of these theoretica1 curves. T *c has a minimum value near Re本まさ

1.5. For Re* ~ 400 T*C is nearly constant at 0.047 -0.06. 
On the other hand，-Carstens13) gives 

TT  2 

と♀マ-~ 3.61(tan~ cos8 山 sin8) (3.4) 

as a critical velocity equation. Here U，.. is the flow velocity in the vicinity of gravel 
for the critica1 condition， S.is the specific gravity of the gravel (=σ/ρ)，や isthe 
ang1e of intemal friction of the gravel， () is the water channel bed slope. A1so there 
are many studies using the mean flow velocity Un in place of the flow velocity 
near the gravel. Nei17) has found an empirica1 equai10n 

TT2 唱

旦金♀一一一出 2.50(ーd ー)ー札20
(s由工)gd (3.5) 

Next let us look at research concemed not with average values of hydraulic 
quantity， but with variation of the quantity， Ka1inske14) takes the velocity for 
actual purposes to be 

Iu -百|回x ~ 3σu (3.6) 

according to a norma1 distribution. Here σ11 is the standard deviation of the 
vanation around the average velocity U. A1so， from experimental results on the 
variation of flow velocity near the bed， the following equation is obtained. 

-2L N-L 
Ub 斗

(3.7) 

Here， Ub is the flow velocity near the river bed. From eqs. 3.6 and 3.7， equation 
(3.8) is derived as follows. 

Ubmax ~ 1. 75Ub (3.8) 

This indicates that the momentary velocity near the bed is about 1.75 times the 
average velocity and with respect to the tractive force the momentary value is 
three times the mean value. 

A1so， Chepi1 and Woodruff15) introduce a turbulence coefficient expressed 
as 
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T 君 3σ。，+P 
P (3.9) 

to consider the threshold of transport. Here P is the average pressure near the 
partic1e and σ1"¥ is the standard deviation of the pressure variation. 

Christense1i16) reports that the conventional experimental values of critical 
tractive force are in agreement with a probability of 0.001 which corresponds to 
U'/σ~ by 1etting aJU = 0.16 obtained from equation (3.10)， the experimental 
results of La1ufer， Fage and Townsend， and Reichardt et al. that near the bed the 
value ofσJfj is nearly equal to 0.15 to 0.18 and from the result c1arified by 
EinsteinむidE1sむnni17)泊 theirexperiments on lift force that the flow velocity 
near the bed follows a nonnal distribution， where U' is the component of change 
of the flow ve1ocity. 

む+u'ヮ σu u'，? 
-一= (一一存一一)~ = (1 +τト一一)~
ιc u u UU  

(3.10) 

Next， let us consider the probabilistic approaches studied by Einstein 18) ， 
Gessler1 9)， 20) ， and Pain tal2 1) • 

Einstein introduced the transport of partic1es as a basis to derive a function 
for tractive force and replaced也eprobability P" that a particle wi1l start to move 
with the absolute probability Pst1. = P a using e-xchange time It . Here t1 is con幽

sidered proportional to the ratio d/wo of diameter d to the fail velodty Wo of a 
partic1e of diameter d. Considering P arepresents the probability th~l.Í the lift force 
L acting on a particIe becomes greater than the partic1e's weight W， the require-
mertt for 1 > w/L is given by equation (3.12) since W， L， and U are proportional 
to those given by equation (3.11). 

wαg(σ 叩 ρ)d3

L α PU2d2(1 +η) 

U αu* 
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Here ψis a non-dimensional quantity equal to [(σ印刷l)gd]Uもcalledthe flow 
intensity，ηis a coefficient which varies with time. Let the standard deviation of 
ηbe η0・ Pu抗ingη =TlnTl*， for the threshold of transport the following is 
obtaineι 

[η会]limit= 土B先V四 (工Ino)，B犬詰B/no (3.13) 
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Since the probabi1ity of η* has a nonnal distribution， the following is obtained. 

， B*i)J-(工/η。)
1 ¥ 四七2

Pa=1-7f1e 
ノーB叫ー(1/η。)

(3.14) 

Then the values are taken to be 1/110 = 2.0 and B* = 0.143.， 

A1so， Gessler considers a criticru tractive force from a probabilistic point of 
view. Taking 
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where q is the residual probability of the top layer， he found experimentally that 
the standard deviation σof T ，，/T is 0.57. A1so， concerning time scale， he considers 
the transport probability per unit time， as a time coefficient， must be made norト
dimensional such as the time of passage of a turbulent eddy， e.g. d/U*・Noting
也atKalinske or Einstein considers the velocity variation and but not the degree 
of exposure e of a partic1e， Paintal thinks the distribution E ofthe partic1es' 
height e above the average bed level should be considered together with the flow 
velocity variation. Thus he assumes for a partic1e to move it is necessary for the 
partic1e to possess a greater degree of exposure than the surrounding partic1es. 

(b) Critical tractive force for gravel mixture 

On this topic Krame~ 2) and Sakai2 3) fmd empirical equations for the 
characteristic quantities of gravel mixture， such as influence of the uniformity 
coefficient， with respect to threshold of transport for mean diameter gravel 
mixture particle. In this way a meせlodof representing the gravel mixture by a 
certain partic1e to comp訂 ethe transport threshold ofthe representative particle 
with that of unifonn gravel was developed by Tsuchiya2 4). From the wake theory 
Tsuchiya considers a hiding coefficient， and obtains the result that the larger the 
standard deviation of the grain size distribution， the smaller the hiding coefficient. 
However， in order to explain actual problem， suchぉ theannouring phenomenon 
seen in bed lowering， it is necess訂 yto know the critical tractive force for each 
gravel diameter. The studies of Egiazaroff2 8) are well known as studies of critical 
tractive force for different diameters. According to these studies， first for unifonn 
gravel， letting the tractive force D and the resistance force F be 

D =一子 CDul+2 (3.16) 

Fzfd(σ ー山，tan中 (3.17) 

for spherical partic1es of diameter d， then setting D = F and tan 1/1 = 1 one obtains 
an equation for the threshold of transport. 
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2 入
T*C = T CDÇ~C (3.18) 

Here， 

( ~o )2 
U犬

2 
-入' (3.19) 

E=E 
M 。

(3.20) 

Also， Ud is the flow velocity at the height ad above the bottom surface. Using a 
logarithmic distribution function for the flow velocity distribution， the following 
1S obtained. 

(3.21) 

Next， letting a = 0.63 so出atthe value of T *c within the bounds of a perfect 
turbulent flow can agree with the conventional experimenta1 va1ue of 0.06，也e
following equation is obtained. 
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(3.22) 

In the region of a perfect turbulent flow， letting Cn = 0.4 makes T *c = 0.06. For 
Re* < 1000， Cn becomes a funはionof Re*， aud accordingly T *c a1so becomes a 
function of ReふNext，assuming the aboveずmethodscan be applied to each grain 
diameter for the case of gravel mixture， Iet y = adi be the flow velocity of a 
partic1e of diameter di. Assuming a = 0.63， the critica1 tractive force T *ci for grain 
diameter di is 

2 0.06 
t 詰

六ci 3CD (log 19与i
um 

(3.23) 

Assuming Cn = 0.4 for a perfect turbulent flow， we get 

O .1 
t六ci詰 di，2

(log工9EF)ι
(3.24) 

which agrees welI with experimenta1 va1ues. Ashida， Michiue and Egashira26) 

fmd for di/dm < 0.4 that T *c from Egiazaroff's equation is toolarge， and也ey
modified it emp副ca1Iyto T ci/ Tαn = 0.85 (constant). Further， for di/dm > 0.4 
they change the expression to 
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τci 
τcm 

(See Fig. 3.2) 

1.64 

(山9tr

Here 7 ci and 7cm are the tractive 
forces which are not non-dimen-
siona1 va1ues for diameters di and 
dm. I:五ran027) reports similar 

di 
dm 

4 

resu1ts. Further， taking 7 *c = 5 3 

0.05 and Cn = 0.5 for a perfect と
turbulent flow， a = 0.617 is the ・5z
result. ド

The conventiona1 research on 
critica1 tractive force has been 
outlined so far. It c1arifies the 
problems remaining which must 
be elucidated. These inc1ude the 
necessity of detailed information 

l 

0 

10-1 
2 

n the relative positions of grains 
on a bed， the fluid force， char.“ Fig. 3.2 
acteristics of turbulent flows， 
and the flow velocity distribu・-

tion near a river bed， just for 
critica1 tractive force for uniform 

斗 6 8 1. 2 

di/dm 

(3.25) 

斗 6 B 10 

Critical Tractive Force 
for Gravel Particles of 
Different Diameters 

gravel. For example， CD which is used by Iwagaki and Egi~aroff is a drag_cか
efficient for spheres in a uniform flow. It is necessary to sudy Cn fof. a shear flow 
over a gravel bed. Concerning this， Coleman2 8) obtained the result世latthere is 
almost no difference between Cn for a shear flow and that for a uniform flow， 
but Garde and Sethurman2 9)泊cIicate社latCn for spheres rolling on the slope on 
which the partic1es are spread in a st丑1fluid Is considerably larger than that for a 
uniform flow. For the threshold of transport， Coleman's experimenta1 conditions 
are c10se to the actua1 ones， but it is necessary to gather more experimenta1 
results. Also， concerning the lift conefficient CL， ChepiPO) reports CL/CD = 
0.85 over a wide range of Reynolds Numbers. Chen31) indicates that CD and CL 
tend to decrease wi也 anincrease in d/h. However， these results are not yel: 
defmitive， and hereafter direct measurements of the fluid force are necessary. 

Next， it has been pointed out that from a practica1 view point the modified 
Egiazaroff equation ean be applied to fmd the critical tractive force for gravel 
mixture. Experiments are necessary on gravel mixture having a wider grain size 
distribution than the experimental range for which the appropriateness of applica-
tion has been recognized. Also， one should investigate whether the critical tractive 
force for the mean diameter dm given by this equation a1ways agr四 swi由也atfor 
a uniform diameter. The reason according to Kramer et. al. is that 7 *c for the 
mean diameter varies with the uniformity constant. According to Tsuchiya there 
お atendency for也ecritical tractive force， for the median diameter .J d84 fd16 

being from 1 up until about 1.5，' to be slight1y smaller than that for a uniform 
diameter， and above 1.5廿lereis a tendeI1cy for it to be larger. 
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Considering the facet of theoretical treatment for the threshold of transport， 
frrst there is a problem of defming the threshold of transport. One definition of 
the threshold of transport holds也atwhen that threshold is crossed the sediment 
discharge increases sharply.τrus has much practical value， but since it has a 
certain amount of ambiguity especially for gravel mixture， it is necessary to 
c1arify the defmition of the threshold of transport in order to advance the dis-
cussion of determining the threshold of transport. Concerning studies of proba-
bilistic models， other也anthe aforementioned relative positions of bed grains 
and characteristics of a turbulent f10w near a bed， it is necessary to c1arify the 
physical significance of time， in order to convert probab出tiesof grains leaving 
per unit訂eaper unit time into absoluteprobabilities. 

The main problems with past researches are enumerated above. Since there 
have been practica11y no studies on critical tractive force for the case of a steeply 
sloped stream with a small relative water dep也， it is necess訂yfirst to elucidate 
the phenomena by experiment， other than exploring the above problems. 

Section 3: Critical Force for Initiating the Transport of Unifonn Gravel 

(1) Outline of the experiment 

(a) Range of conditions and procedure for the experiment 

The experiments were carried out on a 20 cm wide， 20 m long， 40 cm deep 
water.“circulating steel f1ume whose slope could be changed within the泊nitsof 
0-0.20. 
As shown in Fig. 3.3， within the 
f1ume there is a movable bed 
section f1anked by two rigid bed 
sections. The rigid bed is made 
by placing the gravel in a var-
回shedaluminum box.τ'he trans-
port of the movable bed section 
gravel was observed. The length 
of the movable bed section was 
such也atthe exposed surface 

立

Rigid Movable Rigid 

緩溜照織機
//11/11 〆〆 1 I 〆〆 ///11/

Flume bed 

had several hundred spheres， and 
U1e thickness suchG1at thers Ft g .3.3A ConceptudScheme of 

Gravel Bed were two layers above a rigid bed 
section. 

百ueekinds of gravel were used in the experiments部 indicatedin Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1 Properties of Gravel Particles used in the Experiments 

Sieve Nominal Shap芭 Speci fic tanφ Length of 
No. Mesh diameter diameter factor weight movable bed 

ds dn s 

1 22.2-20.0mm 21.1 Omm 22.5mm 0.945 2.490 1.0 2.0m 

2 12.7- 9.5 11.1 0 12.0 1.008 2.656 1.0 1.0 

3 5.66-4.7 6 5.21 6.4 一 2.507 1.3 0.5 
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τ'here are various conceivable ways to describe the diameters of complex natura1 
gravel partic1es. In the following data ana1ysis the nomina1 diameter will be used. 
The reason is出atit seems the weight of a partic1e is an加 portantresistance force 
against transport. Further， the intema1 friction ang1e of the gravel used in the 
experiments is taken as the ang1e where the grains加 themovable bed box on a 
tilt board in the air begin to move. 

As for experimenta1 procedure， first the channel was set to a prescribed slope， 
the movable bed section was covered with a screen meta1， and a certain amount 
of water was supplied. When it reached uniform flow the wire net was removed， 
and the number of pieces of gravel which leave the movable bed box was observed 
at the first 30 seconds after and 3 minutes after the screen was removed. Pertain-
ing to the measurement of hydraulic quantity the hydraulic gradient was meas個

。uredby a total pressure tube and the flow discharge by a venturi tube depth， and 
temperature were also measured. 

(b) Methods for judging the transport thぉshold

What conditions constitute the threshold of transport has been variously 
debated. Here is introduced an experiment carried out with a small discharge of 
water as explained in the previous paragraph， the number of grains transported 
W出 read，and the number was retumed to也eorigina1 amount. Then， the same 
experiment was repeated with increasing amount of water. Fig. 3.4 shows the 
relationship between water depth and number of grains transported after 30 
seconds and 3 minutes. The maximum water depth at which the numberof 
transported partic1es would be zero is taken to be the water depth at the 
threshold of transport for that slope. 
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From Fig. 3.4 we see世間reis not 
a remarkable difference between the 3 .5← 
numbers of partic1es transported for 
30 seconds and for 3 minutes for託児 h 
same water depth. Since the way the (cm) 
gravel is first spread on the movable 
bed controls the amount of transport， 
care must be exercised in determining 3.0ト

the critica1 tractive force. Further， 
looking at what other researches 
have dea1t with judging白e仕組sport
threshold， Tabata8) uses the point on 
a graph simi1ar to Fig. 3.4 where the 
bed load gravel amount _ increases ... t:" I • 
めrup御 ÅÎ;~:~ T;~~hlÿ-~2 4)---tak~; 2.5仁.0

for the transport threshold the con- 1 -・O

dition that the percent of gravel h c I () 
which begins to move in unit time for 
a unit bed area becomes 0.5% sec. 
Also， it seems methods to defme it 
from出eamount of sediment trans-
port are widely used. If one compares 
these criteria32}， one can say the 
defmition出 opartic1es transported 
used here is lower than others. 

(c) Standard bed surface level 

Since the object of this study is 
large gravel in a shallow streむ民也e
determination of the standard surface 
of the bed exerts a large inf1uence on Fi g. 3.4 
the results. As stated in出eprevious 
chapter， many methods have been 
proposed for determi凶ngthe standard 
bed level. Whi1e searching， through 
trial and error， for such height that 
the initiating critica1 tractive force for three different grain diameters is appropri-
ate in the figure showing the relationship between T *sc and d/h， it was found that 
the appropriate height should be chosen such that 25% of the whole bed surface 
is above the standard bed level， which was employed in the previous case of 
resistance. Thus，也iswas adopted in the experiment as血edefmition of the 
standard bed level. 

Furthermore， within the confmes of this experiment， there occurred no gravel 
movement in such state that gravel pieces protrude above the water surface. 

(2) Experimenta1 results and examination on the results 
(a) Experimental results 
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The experimental results of the critical tractive force as stated above， are 
shown in Fig. 3ムwherethe influence of the roughness of the wa11 surface was 
removed by {ising Einstein's method3 4). 

Table 3.2 Experimental Results 

No. dn(mm) ヱ hc(cm) Q(l/s) Rb(cm) τ決sc

1.1 22.5 0.02 9.15 22.3 7.00 0.0431 

工.2 0.05 3.55 7.4 3.25 0.0527 

1.3 22.5 0.075 2.50 4.9 2.37 0.0607 

1.4 0.10 2.15 2.06 0.0743 

1.5 0.15 1.53 3.05 1.48 0.0894 

1.6 0.20 1.30 1.7 1.29 0.1178 

2.1 12.0 0.01 9.75 13.5 8.20 0.0402 

2.2 0.025 3.65 5.0 3.40 0.0427 

2.3 0.05 2.05 1.95 0.0535 

2.4 0.075 1.45 1.42 0.0608 

2.5 0.10 1.20 0.85 1.19 0.0691 

2.6 0.125 1.15 0.7 1.14 0.0846 

3.1 6.4 0.01 5.45 6.5 4.76 0.0386 

3.2 0.025 2.40 2.4 2.30 0.0461 

3.3 0.05 1.30 0.85 1.28 0.0546 
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The Rh in the table is the hydraulic radius for the bed. Fig. 3.5 shows the 
relationship between T *sc， the non-dimensiona1 expression of the critica1 tractive 
force which is obtained through the modification of the effect of slope and d/hc. 
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Fig. 3.5 The Change of Critical Tractive Force for 
Relative Roughness 

The figure proves that， regardless of the grain size of the gravel， as the depth 
becomes sha11ower， that is， as the slope becomes teeper， the critica1 tractive force 
becomes sharply greater. This relationship is expressed泊 anempirica1 equation部

follows. 
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Here T*SCお， as will be explained later on， equa1 to T事c/[tantp COS (J -(σ/σ・ρ)
s加 (J]， the non-dimensiona1 expression of critica1甘activeforce for a modified 
slope. The experimenta1 results in a Shields diagram are shown in Fig. 3.6. 
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Fig. 3.6 Shields Diagrams of Experimental Values 

Further， data obtained by Tabata and Iclunose8) are also plotted in Fig. 3.5. 
The distribution of those data is wide spread. It would be due to the difference in 
defmition of the critical tractive force， or due to the difference in method of fmφ 
ing standard bed level. 

However， a tendency to the increase in T*SC with reference to d/h is nearly 
uniform. A primary reason for the appearance of such results as shown in Fig. 3.5 
is considered to be due to the effect of the change in flow velocity in the. vicinity 
of the gravel with reference to relative roughness. Next， the author intends to 
explain the feature of this change in the critica1 tractive force with reference to 
the relative roughness， using the previously mentionyd resistance law and velocity 
distribution in a torrentia1 flow. 

(b) Theoretical examination on experimental results 
First， an equation for gravel equilibrium will be derived 35 ) . 

As shown in Fig. 3， 7， the following 
equation (3.27) is available for solid 
particles in the transport threshold 
condition. 

D + Wsin8 

(3.27) 

(Wcos8 -L -B)tan~ 

where， e: the slope of the water chan-
nel， D: Drag force， L: Lift force， B: 
Buoyancy， W: Gravel weight， and伊:

Internal friction angle of gravel. 
Neglecting the influence of pres-

sure gradient， these forces can general-
ly be expressed as: 

W 

Fig. 3.7 Equilibrium Conditions 
of Gravel 
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T T  2 

D 詰 CD・k1・d2・p子
TT 2 

L君 CL・h-h子

(3.28) 

(3.29) 

w =σg・k3・d3. (3.30) 

B =ρg.k3・d3cos8 (3.31) 

where， Cn : Drag coefficient 
C; ; Lift coefficient 
K-;-& K2 : Constants representing areas 
K3 : Constant representing a volume 
U，.. : CritiCal flow velocity in the vicinity of gravel 

Plug前19equations (3.28)， (3.29)， (3.30)， and (3.31) in equation (3.27) the 
following equation is obtained. 
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where， S =σ/ρ. 
Letiing U，.. = CU*c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. (3.3.3) 

andinserting equation (3.33)担toequation (3.32)， the following equation can be 
obtained. 

z n 
一式♀一一一・

(8 -l)gd 
1 

(tan1tcosトす与了 ・山8)

1 2k~ 1 
坦 ・ ース宏一

CD '-'-CL しk1 +こと~ tan1jJ 
1 . CD 

(3.34 ) 

'‘ 
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where， U事('is the critical friction 
velocity and the fonner half of 
the left hand side of the above 宝

equation (3.34) becomes Shields ~ 
p訂 ameterhC. The method for .J':" 
obtaining a flow velocity at the -i ~ 
transport threshold in the mode γ 
of equation (3.32) is called the 言。 5

critical velocity equation， and f 
the method by means of equa--5 
tion (3.34) for CT = 0 and that 
for Cp = 0訂ecalled the drag J u 

force -theory and the lift force ~.f 
theory， respectively. There has 
been little study using equations 
(3.32) and (3.34) with considera-
tion for all the elements， but担

52t£2;よけ25etfJZ 町・ 3・8 The Effect of M州削ng
τ占 cto 't* set at 0 and 1.0， respectively. 六

The left hand side of equa-
tion (3.34) is the expression 
which was obtained by modifying the Shields parameter for a steep slope， and 
let it be T*SC. Fig. 3.8 shows the extent of the effect ofthis modification， where 
the extent increases considerably along with slope. To simplify the expression for 
T *sc~ let the shape of gravel partic1es be spherical and introduce hiding coefficient 
E， the T *sc can be expressed as follows. 
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CD 3ε(1  +す凶 )'cr-
(3.35) 

The right hand side of equation (3.35) contains the drag coefficient， the lift co・

efficient， the hiding coefficient， and the resistance coefficient， and is in genera1 
considered a function of Reynolds number and relative roughness， but in a 
perfect turbulent flow it can be considered independent of Reynolds number. 

To obtain the critical tractive force from the equilibrium equation (3.35) 
for the critica1 condition， it is frrst necessary to detennine吐leflow velocity 
that would be effective for initiating the movement of a particle. Now， let the 
flow velocity at the crest of the partic1e be Uゎ itis inco.rporated into the follow-
ing equation through equation (2.2). 
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Ut 一旦L .L "'_1_0.015 
守二一一九十中-lnーす一 (3.36) 

From equat~~Ils (2.9)， (2.10)， and (3 .36~-，_Ut/U* can be figured out if given a 
value of U o/U和 wI:.~~: th，e. v~，!e .?f_ UQ!.U* ~an be ob~~~ed f:~n; t.he diagram 
of the resisfance coefficient in Fig. 2.5 wIth reference to d/h and ~/gd. 

Let the right and left hand sides of equation (3.35) be X and Y， respectively， 
that is， 

x zlJ-ll  
CD 3ε(1 + CLtan1j!) C 

y ui -一(8 - l)gd 
l 

(ta凶a剖釦制制叫n出吋1以吋坤仰1ヰ中t

(3.37) 

(3.38) 

and C be equal to Ut何事，the values of X and Y can be obtained for a combina-
tion of given values -of ~/gd and d/h. Curves thus obtained are plotted in Fig. 
3.9. 
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Fig. 3.9 The Result of Calculating the Critical Tractive Force 
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τ'he intersection of two curves in the figure represents the critica1 tractive force 
T牢sc.The curve drawn by connecting the intersections thus plotted agrees com-
paratively wel1 with the experimental curve， where CD .ε[1 + (CL/CD)tan伊]= 
1.0 is assumed. 

Section 4: Critical Tractive Force for Initiating the Transport of Gravel Mix組問

In the previous section， it was made clear that a non-dimensiona1 critica1 
tractive force for the modified effect of slope is a function of relative roughness. 
Needless to say， since a natural river bed consists of gravel mixture， the experi-
ment used泊 thissection adopted gravel mixtures of a wide range of grain size 
担 orderto examine the effect of gravel mixtures and the inf1uence of relative 
roughness on the critical traGtive force. 

(1) Outline ofthe experiment 

(a) Experimental f1ume 
The experiment was carried out using a 15-meter long f1ume with a variable 

slope in which a 3・meterlong and 20-centimeter wide steel channel was泊serted，
and two reaches one meter in length from the upper and lower ends of which 
were provided wi出 rigidbeds and the remaining reach between the two rigid 
beds was provided with a movable bed (See Fig. 3.10). 

f
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(b) Experimental gravel mixture bed 

τ'he bed was formed of gravel 
mixture of glass beads having 
seven different diameters， 1， 2， 
5， 7， 12ム 16.4， and 24.5 mm 
and ceramic particles of 18.3 
mm. The experiment adopted 
two different. kinds of gravel 
mixtures ca11ed mixture A and 

mixture B，having differeat gain Ffg.3.10A ConceptuaIScheme of 
-ze distributions，as shown by GraveIMf xttire 
solid lines 担 Figs. 3.11 and 
3.12. 
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Fig. 3.13 shows the grain size distribution of another mixture called mixture 
A(N). 
The curve "named “deposition" put 100 
down泊 Fig.3.11時 間sentsthe (%) L dm=7. 78 mm 
grain size distribution of partic1es I dms=8. 69 mm 
∞也.esuのceof也esed加 entF(d) 1__ Tota1 
supplied 企omthe upp町 stream ト一一 Surface
area and deposited. Table 3.3 
presents various kinds of g1ass 
beads and natural gravel， and 50 
Table 3.4 the characteristics of 
gravel mixtures A， B， and A(N)， 
such as the mean diameter dms， 
the standard deviation v' dS4 fd16， 
the mean diameter of a partic1e 
on the surface of bed materia1 
dms， the interna1 friction ang1e 
仇 and the bed roughnessムZ.

The interna1 friction of gravel 
mixturewasrepresented by the 
critica1 ang1e of an inelined box 
at which the entire gravel mixture 
fi11ed in the box st訂 tsmoving 
s加lUltancously担 the"air; which 
iss担1ilartohe case of uniforrn grave1. 
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In the experiment， each gravel mixture consisting of selected particles h~ing 
nearlオthemean diameter is laid out as thick as one layer on the bottom of an 
a1uminium box one、meterlong in order to form rigid beds on which sand mixture 
is further laid out as thick as 4 cm to form a movable bed. In addition， partic1es 
were color coded for each diameter to make it easy to distinguish them in dia-
meter during the experiment. 

Table 3.3 Bed Materials used in the Experiments 

di(mm) σ/p Description 

1， 2， 5， 7 2.50 G1ass beads 

12.6， 16.4・ 2.60 G1ass beads 

18.3 2.40 Porce1ain 
24.5 2.53 G1ass beads 

0.84山 5.4 2.55 River sand 

Table 3.4 Properties of Gravel Mixtures used in the Experiments 

Mixture dm(n) dms t anCiJ ゾ宅凶16 a.dF1cm σ4t=lc1s&ms .JZ.dx=1Cm L1ZLk巴 lcm/dms

A 9. 7 0 9. 9 8 O. 6 2 5 2.74 0.4 0 1 0.4 0 2 0.342 0.343 

B 5.67 5.1 3 0.510 3.106 0.354 0.690 0.1 7 7 0.345 

A(N) 7.78 8. 6 9 0.983 2.74 0.4 64 0.5 3 4 0.370 0.426 

(c) Procedure for the experiment 

The experiment was carried out in the aforementioned gravel mixture bed 
with its slope being changed into 8 gradients in a range of sin e = 0.02 to 0.198. 

The experimental procedure was made such that like the procedure for the 
case of uniform gravelthe movable bed was covered with a metallic net， the net 
is taken away from the movable bed and lifted up when the flow becomes uni-
form， and the number of moved gravel partic1es which flowed out to the lower 
stream area was counted every 30 seconds for 3 minutes. During this interval the 
depth was measured by using a point-gauge， the flow discharge by a triangul紅
weir， and the water temperature as well. This experiment was repeated while 
slightly changing the flow discharge each time. Fig. 3.14 provides for an example 
showing the relationship between the flow depth and the number of moved 
partic1es of gravel mixture A. 
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In defming the threshold of transport the state of f出 tinitiating the motion 
of particles during the frrst 30 seconds for the gravel consisting of partic1es of 
larger than the mean diameter and the state for the gravel whose partic1es are of 
Iess than the mean diameter of frrst initiating the motion of partic1es except for 
those which moved due to the turbulent flow caused by lifting the metallic net 
were adopted， respectively. The reason for setting the above defmition was that 
since the object of the experiment is to obtain the critical tractive force for the 
primitive bed condition， it is necessary to -remove the influence of the turbulent 
flow caused by lifting the metallic net covering the gravel consisting of small 
partic1es and to protect large size partic1es from a tendency of being moved 
easi1y when small partic1es in the neighborhood of large partic1es are washed 
away and the bed surface becomes loose and/or when loca1 scouring occurs in a 
place downstream from the place oflarge pぽ tic1es.

In the experiment for a steep slope， as stated in Chapter 1， the flow discharge 
per unit river wid世lW部 sma11in quantity， the flow concentration developed as 
time for water supply elapses， and further a tendency to meander， the bed col-
lapse， and the laminar sliding of bed were observed. This paper does not dea1 with 
the initiation of motion for drifting. 

The standard bed surface level used泊 thisexperiment was set to such height 
that 25% of the whole bed surface area 戸otrudesabove the standard bed surface 
level， simi1ar to the case of uniform gravel. According to Tsuchiya24 )， the stand-
ard bed level is considered to be lower as the grain size distribution spreads more 
widely. However， since it is hard to determine the standard bed surface level for 
gravel mixtures theoretica11y， it was defmed泊 thesame fashion as introduced 
in the case of uniform gravel. In addition， side wall modification was done in 
accordance with the Einstein's method. 

(2) Experimenta1 results and examination on the results 

(a) Results of the experiment 

In considering the resistance of a gravel mixture or its critica1 tractive force， 
the grain diameter of the gravel mixture needs to be represented non-dimension・
ally with a certain representative diameter of the gravel mixture partic1es. Al-
though Yalin2) adopts the maximum diameter dmax for its representative value， 
it is hard to agree with his idea since the percentage of grain size distribution that 
is occupied by the 
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Resu1ts of the experiments for sand mixtures A， B， and A(N) are indicated 
in Figs. 3.15， 3.16，組d3.17 with di/dms representing the ratio of an individua1 
grain diameter to the mean grain diameter for the effect of grain diameter of 
gravel mixture and with dms/h for influence of the relative roughness. 
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Fig. 3.15 The Change of Critica1 Tractive Force for 
Grave1 Mixtures A of Different Diameters 
with reference to dms/h 

Those results show the same tendency as seen for uniform gravel由拭 T*sCi， 
the initiating critica1 tractive force by grain diameter for each individual diamet訂
di increases as加crease泊 dms/h，though the extent of the increase appe訂 sto be 
less than that for the unifoiin grave1. In addition， the diagrams show that the 
initiating critical tractive force increases as decrease in grain diameter if the value 
of ~slh お kept constant， and as a result the gravelおhardto move， where the 
critica1 tractive force is given by eq. (3.39). 
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3.16 The Change of Critica1 Tractive Force 
for Grave1 Mixtures B of Different 
Diameters with reference to dms/h 

In Fig. 3.15 showing the result of the experiment for g1assbeads gravel mix-
ture， there exists the relation 'T *sci・勾 'T *sCm 匂 7・中SCofor the partic1es having dia-
meters greater than the mean diameter， where 'T *sci is the initiating critica1 
tracti:，eJo~ce for dms a~d ~'T *sCo， t~e ~i.tiat~g ~ritica1. tr~.tiv~ !o:~e. f?~ unifo~ 
grave1. In the expenIIIent for gravel mixture B shown in F'ig. 16， if di/d.，.，，， < 2.4 
the sma11er partic1es are hard to move and if di/dms > 2.4， while if di/d孟>2.4
the larger partic1es are hard to move.τ'hese results are泊 disagreementwith the 
result of Egiazaroffs study whereby there is a tendency for the partic1es having 
greater diameters than the mean diameter to become mobile. This difference 
seems to be due chiefly to the way of laying out the gravel， so many different 
variations were experimented， but a1ways with the same results. 
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Fig. 3.17 The Change of Critica1 Tractive Force for 
Grave1 Mixtures A(N) of Different Dia由

meters with reference to .dms/h 

In contrast to this，担 thecase of natura1 gravel A(N) shown in Fig. 3.17，部
di/dms increases r *sci becomes unilatera11y smaller， which is in perfect agreement 
with a tendency of Egiazaroff equation. From也is，it can be deduced that this 
difference is due to the difference in experimenta1 bed materia1s used. Namely， in 
the case of glass beads， because of their spherica1 shape and smooth surface large 
partic1es are hard to keep staying at the upper p訂 tof the gravel1ayer and tend to 
sink恒tothe bed. On the other hand， in也ecase of natura1 gravel particles their 
irregul訂 shapesmake thempossible to stay at the upper p訂 tof the gravellayer. 
This is c1arified from the fact that both tanゆofmixture A and that of mixture 
B are considerably sma11er than that of mixture A(N) (See Table 3.4). Fぽ ther，
in the case of mixture A and B shperica1血apesand smooth surface of beads 
would also cause their resistance to be sma11. Thus， unlike natura1 gravel partic1es， 
beads， though they were used in expectation of e部yand simp le handl担g加

experiments due to uniformalization of gravel partic1es and so on， have proved 
unsuitable for materia1s to examine the mixture effect of gravel partic1es. Accord-
ingly， the result of the experiment for A(N) shown泊 Fig.3.17 wi11 mainly be 
described in the following. 

F泊 t，pertaining to the initiating critica1 tractive force for the mean町diameter
partic1es， when the depth is sufficient， r事sCmbecomes 0.07 which， compared 
with 0.04 for uniform gravel， is quite large. From this， it is proved that when grain 
size distribution beじomeswide， partic1es of the mean diameter or so are hidden 
by larger partic1es and become hard to move. Thus， the extent of inぽ ease泊 the
.initiating critica1 tractive force for the mean-diameter gravel mixture partic1es， 
出 opposedto that for uniforin gravel， in comparison with Tsuchiya's result is 
shown in Fig. 3.18. 
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The conventional studies， of which 10 
results are shown in Fig. 3.18， have 
been carried out for grave1 mixtures 
having not on1y a re1ative1y wide 3 5 
range of grain size distribution but ~ 
a considerab1e dispersion of theと
dist巾 ution，so the tendency to 8 
担crease in the initiating critical ~ 
tractive force is not so remarkab1e. ド l
Experiments other than the 

e ML:JJJJJJ 
合・静

author's has taken d究。 asrepre-
sentative grain diameters. Bec~use 0.5 r e 

the grain岳部 distribution in mix-
ture A(N) used担 也isresearch was 

1 

not expressed in a 10伊rithm年Fig・3.18
normal distribution fashion dm is 
used instead， but it can be safe to 
say that the genera1 tendency for 
the initiating critica1 tractive force 
is towards担crease.

2 一一一一一_ .1 Yda斗/d16 守

The Change of Critica1 
Tractive Force for 
Grave1 Mixture of a 
Mean Diameter with 
reference to仔石河五

As can be seen from Fig. 3.17， the担crease加 T*sCm， the initiating critical 
tractive force for particles of the mean diameter， by dms/h is smaller th組 that
for uniform grave1 particles and appears to be in agreement with T *sCo‘the 
initiating critical tractive force for uniform grave1 when dms/h is around' 1.5. 
Therefore， the comparison of T *sCo and T事sCmto the same va1ue of dms/h was 
taken and shown in Fig. 3.19. 
Since it is considered from the 
resu1ts of Tsuchiya's study2 4) that っ
as f:訂 asthe standard deviation of cl 四

grain size disなibutionis 1ess than 0 
1.5 or so， the mixture effect of _~ .. 
grave1 particles comes out， in the ~ 1. 5 
C出 eof v'd訊16= 1.5 the va1ue ~ 
of th.e ratio T串scm/T寧sCowou1dドn

follow the dotted estimated' line 
shown in he figure. The ratio 
T*scm/T事scofor d/h→o is shown 

l 
O 

in Fig. 3.18， whereas也evariation 
of 也~ -~Íi~ ";ith--d/h-~~t--b~ Fi 9・3.19

deduced by referring to experi岨

mental values obtained. 
Next， in order to further 

clarify the influence of di/dms 
on the initiatfug critica1 tractive 

Idau/d16 =2.74 

0.5 1.0 1.5 
dms/h 

The Change of Critica1 
Tractive Force for 
Grave1 Mixture of a 
Mean Diameter with 
reference to dms/h 

2.0 

force， the value of T *sci for the same dms/h was obtained through interp01ation 
or exterp01ation， and normalized by the mean grain diameter to obtain the varia-
tion of Tci/Tcm to di/dms' as shown in Fig. 3.20. 
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In世間 figure，a modified E単 位 紅off
equation derived by Ashida and 5・

the case that T *sCi always equals .1_ 

T *Scm (Tci = TCio) are also shown.忍1.-5'+ 
From this， a tendency can be seen 
that when d/h < < 1， the initiating 
critical tractive force is in agree 
with the modified Egiazaroff eq¥l針
tion， and as d/h inはeasesthe 
smaller partic1es become more 
mobi1e while the larger partic1es 
become harder to move and the 

叶 g
qυ3  
ωiω 
・奇CI ・~

ド lド 2

critical tractive force variation Fi g.3.20 
becomes c10se to that for uniform 
gravel sand. However， since there 
exists a problem with defmition 
of也ethreshold of transport or 
so， it is difficult to comp紅 ethe 

d/h<<l ・d/h=l.O

e d/h=2.0 

1 0 

di/dms 

A Comparison Critical 
Tractive Force by 
Grain Diameters and 
Modified Egiazaroff 
Equation 

above with other research results. From this， it may be conc1uded that the modi-
fied Egiazaroff equation can apply to calculation of the initiating critical tractive 
force. for this case even in a range of d/h均1.

Putting together all the th担gsstated so far，担 casethe depth is sufficient the 
T *scm becomes great compared with the T *sCo as the grain size distribution 
widens， whi1e critical tractive force by grain diameter can be given by the modi-
fied Egiazaroff equation. Further， as担crease担 therelative rou油田ssthe initiat-
ing critical tractive force for the mean grain diameter increases and at the same 
time the function form of the initiating critical tractive force for the mean grain 
diameter also changes. At the present stage， there is sti11 a lack of experimental 
information for gravel mixtures having wide grain size distribution， so it is too 
early to conc1ude that the results shown in Figs. 3.19 and 3.20 are generally true， 
and further information needs to be collected. 

Here， some additional explanation would be preferred. The content of Fig. 
3.17 is separately explained in Figs. 3.19 and 3.20. First， in Fig. 3.19， the fact 
that the initiating critical tractive force for the mean-diameter gravel particles 
comes close to the value of critical tractive force for uniform gravel as dms/h in-
creases means that as dms/h increases the hiding effect lessons. It can be泊先ηed
from this that the water flowing between the larger partic1es plays a significant 
role along with inはease泊 slope.This brings to mind the changes in the theo-
retical bed. Pertaining to Fig. 3.20， in the case of the changes泊 T*SCm with grain 
size distribution and dms/h as seen in this research， it is not a v町 pertinent
expression， but becomes significant only when considered担 conjunctionwith 
Figs. 3.18 and 3.19. 

Next， it is intended to try to explain in terms of dynamics the variati 
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(b) Examination on the results 

The variation characteristics of the initiating critical tractive force by grain 
diameter wi11 be explained according to the information of gravel mixtures and 
flow velocity distribution given in Chapter 2. Assuming that the observed flow 
velocity distribution patteni for uniform gravel bed can apply to that for gravel 
mixture， its velocitオdistributionpattern can be provided by the following equa-
tions. 

十 =A'+ゆ-lnL
、，夫 v

for 0 く yく占 (3.40) 

主-=A+主.1n-之ー
U* ぐ O

for y三 6 (3.41) 

where K = 0.4，や=0.87， A = Uo/U*， and o = 0.8 dms・FromFig. 2.15， if the 
crest of a partic1e of diameter di is at y = 0.4 di' it can be said that partic1es of 
less than di = 2dms訂 ein甘lelower p訂 tof the flow velocity distribution， and 
those of greater diameter protrude above the u卯 erlayer. For di/dms < 2， the 
flow velocity at the crest can be derived from eq. (3.40) as follows. 

Uti Uu. ̂  ^~ 1 1 di 
一一一一=一一+0.87.1n一一一幽1:.-
U* U犬 2dms 

(3.42) 

Also， for di/dms三2，from eq. (3.41) the following is obtained. 

Uti Uu . ̂ _ ~ 1 di 
TTー =τ「一+2.5・1n一宇守ムー
V官 Uプ~ u宜18 (3.43) 

Uo /U * can be obtained from equations (2.9) and (2.10)， using the resistance co幽

efficient given in Fig. 2.5 or Fig. 2.17， and flow velocity Uti/U * at th crest can 
be obta泊edfrom eqs. (3.42) and (3.43). 

On the other hand， the equation for the threshold of transporting a partic1e 
of diameter di is obtained from eq. (3.35). 

τ1~ci 1 
*8ci = (8 -l)gdi 

(七anゆc088宅問玄てτ8in8)

14 1  1 
孟で17.1- CL ・ττ

日 (1+モFtan )ー

where suffix i represents a value for di' Let the function of the right hand side of 
equation (3.44) be X， and the function of the left hand side be Y， 

(3.44) 
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x l 4 1 1  =一一一一・一一一・ 月一' つTCn 3 CT. . C.f 
υ 日 (l+fZ一泊中) 工

(3.45) 

yU *  1 -(8 -l)gdi 
(tanijJcos8 -一一~sin8)S 同 l

(3.46) 

X and Yare detennined by dms/h， U* 2 /gdms， and di/dms' The担itiat担gcritica1 
tractive force for di/dms and也atfor dms/h can be obtained by plotting inter-
sections of也eX and Y curves. Here is a problem of how to detenrune coeffi-
cients contained in the right hand side of equation (3.45). At present， there are no 
defmitive physica1 quantities for drag coefficient and lift coefficient， and further 
unc1ear for hiding coefficient. In ca1culating the initiating critica1 tractive force 
for unifonn gravel described加 theprec~ding section， CD [1 + (CyJCr虫tan1tl= 
1.0 was assumed. Here， a kind of hiding coefficient ei is introduced加tothe ca1cu-
lation so as to explain the experlmenta1 re印ltfor gravel mixture A(N)， where 
e1 is given by the following equation. 

/1 CL Ei CD九(1+τ5-tan中) (3.47) 

Assuming that neither drag coefficient nor the lift coefficient change， the above 
equation represents the ratio of hiding coefficient for gravel mixture to that for 
unifonn grave1. 
When the variation of ej with 
reference to di/dms is given as 
shown in Fig. 3.21， the variation of 
T *sci with respect to dms/h and 
di/dms訂 eas shown in Fig. 3.22 
which thus indicates the variation 
characteristics of T *sci. This way， 0 . 2ト

however， causes many complicated 
phenomena to be intensified in the 
hiding coefficient， and it is， there-
fore necess訂 Yto further to c1arify 
the phenomena from the micro- F i g. 3. 21 
scopic standpoint. 
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A Comparison of Calculated Values of 
Critical Tractiev Force for Gravel 
Mixture and Its Experimental Values 

Section 5: Conc1usion 

The aforementioned study on the critical tractive forces for initiating the 
transport of bo.th uniform gravel and gravel mixture in a steeply sloped flume h出

brought about the following results. 
First， concerning uniform gravel， 

1) Shield parameter T *sc which was used to modify the effect of slope， is a 
function of relative roughness泊 arange of perfect turbulent flow， and its func-
tion form was obtained empirica1ly. According to this T *sc increases abruptly 
as d/h increases. 

II) The variation characteristics of the initiating critica1 tractive force thus 
obtained from the above could be explained theoretically using the gravel equi-
librium equation and the law of resistance. 

In order to examine further， it is necessary to observe the characteristics of 
a turbulent flow occurring担 astream which has a great relative roughness and a 
steep slope， and to observe forces acting upon bodies placed in that stream. 

一一一一

dms/h 
2 1 O 

3.22 
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Next， concerning gravel mixture， 

1) The initiating critical tractive force for gravel mixture partic1es of the mean 
diameter is much greater than that for uniform gravel due to the shield effect of 
加 gerpieces of the gravel. This ratio increases wi也 theinc白紙 of..[d;J石，
and the relation of up to a value of v'd司~= 2.8 was made c1ear experiment-
ally. Furthermore， it is necessary to examine anew the effects on a gravel mixture 
which has a wider grain size distribution. 

II) The initiating critical tractive force by grain diameter and the ratio of it to 
the mean diameter are given as a function of dil dm and that of d/h， and the 
critical tractive force can be expressed approximately in a modified Egiazaroff 
equation when d/h is small and部 d/hbecomes larger it becomes c10ser to the 
initiating critical tractive force for uniform gravel. 

III) From the above two conc1usions，the initiating critical tractive force for an 
individual grain diameter can be obtained， and the relationship between the 
above two conc1usions could be explained theoretical1y with the assumption of 
hiding coefficient for an individual diameter.' 

n
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CHAPTER 4 BED LOAD TRANSPORT RATE 

Section 1: Outline 

Research concen由19bed load transport rate began with the Duboy's bed load 
equation in 1879. After that a number of empirica1 equations were found from 
dimension ana1ytica1 examinations and much experimental data. From the use 
of bed load models many bed load equations were proposed. However， there is 
st迎 nobed load equations which can be applied with full confidence to place 
where the grain size ranges widely and the slope is steep， as in mountain rivers. 
The present study concems just such cases. As a prerequisite to that， frrst， let 
us summarize some of the conventiona1 representative bed load equations. 

1) Einste担1)'s bed load function 

From observations and experiments Einstein made the following assump-
tions a) Transport of bed sand occurs when the momentary lift force becomes 
greater than the sand weight， b) Regular intense exchange of particIes exists 
between bed materia1 and bed load， c)百lemovement of individua1 particIes 
can be expressed in terms of a kind of step function having relatively long inter-
missions. d)τ'he displacement for one step is due only to grain diameter-regard-
less of flow velocity. e) The担creasein bed load transport rate is due to the 
mean time variation between the steps and the thickness of laminar flow. Thus， 
he derived the following bed load equation (4.1). 

(0. 143ijJ-・2.0(V..L'tJ¥p-L..U _t2.. 43.5φ 
1 - -=:::.. ¥ e ~ ilt =一一一一一一一

¥ ~ • .~. ~ ~ 1 + 43.5φ 
ノ四0.143中一2.0

(4.1) 

Here φis a nondimensional quantity for bed load ca11ed the bed load trans-
port intensity， and is expressed as equation (4.2). 

φ qB  
{(σ/ρ 由工)gdj

} ザZ
(4.2) 

Here qR is the sand discharge per unit area per unit time. Alsoゆiscalled the 
flow intensity and is expressed as equation (4.3). 

(4.3) 

Einstein proposed applying the tractive force， partitioned by hydraulic 
radius， that is effective in transport of bed load when bed ripples訂'eformed. 
百lIsis given by the following equation. 

」L12.27x R' 
U 詰 5.75.Q，ogC-.-d*e U65 

(4.4) 
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Here Uo is the cross sectional average velocity， U事eis the effective shear 
velocity (= V gR'I )， X， a coefficient， which is a function of Reynolds number 
for bed load as d65 U *1 11.6v)， and R' is the hydraulic radius effectively acting on 
the sediment. 

II) Kalinske' research2) 

Let nh be the number of sand partic1es per unit訂 eaof bed surface and V s be 
the average velocity of bed load. The bed load transport rate can be expressed as 

qB z ÷d3Vsnb (4.5) 

Kalinske assumes the momentary velocity V s of a 開 tic1eis proportional. to 
(U -U c) and lets. 

Vs = b(U四 Uc) (4.6) 

Here， b is a constant c10se to 1， U the flow velocity near the gravel， Uc the 
flow velocity near the gravel at the time of transport threshhold. A1so， he assumes 
the variation of speed to follow a normal distribution， and expresses eq. (4.5) 
as eq. (4.7). 

qB 
一一-= 2.6F1 (む/To)U*d ム じ U

Here， Fl (τc/To) represents a function of 'Tc/τ0・

III) • Sato， Yoshikawa and Ashida's equation 

(4.7) 

Sato， Yoshikawa and Ashida consider the momentum from pressure on lower 
partic1es due to turbulence to be equal to the momentum from gravity acting on 
partic1es within the bed load region， and derive the following equation. 

φ=中F2(TO/TC)九 3/2 (4.8) 

Where F2 (τ。/τc)is a coefficient which is a function of τ。/Tc，and九 is
equal to U '1:/(σ/パ)gd.A1so， from experiments中hasbeen determilled ~fo be 

nと 0.025; 中 0.62

中=0.62(40n)由 3ぷ

(4.9) 
ロ三 0.025;

Here n is Mann加g'sroughness coefficient. 
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IV) Meyer-Peter， Muller's equation3) 

Meye子.Peteret a1. proposed the following empirica1 equation based on a wide 
range of experiments. 

(4.10) φ=  8(τ会e-0.047)3/2 

Hereて*e= U;e/(σ/ρ-l)gd， U*e is the effective shear velocity (=(nb/n)3/斗

U*)-"I}b is a St1icker type roughness coefficient expressing sand drag， nb = 0.034 
d90)/ 6~ n is the stream's overa11 roughness coefficient. 

V) Ashida， Michiue's equation4) 

Ashida and Michiue，丘omexperiment and Bagnold's theory， proposed the 
following equation. 

(4.11) φ器工7τ*e3/2(1目与乙 )(1-与三)
L 犬 U犬

Further， the effective shear velocity U*e is determined from the following 
equation. 

(4.12) 与£て詰 6.0+5.751or-」
U 夫』

E泊stein，Meyer.蝿Peter& Muller， Ashida and Michiue's equations are shown in 
Fig.4.1. 
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τ'he above are repre- 102. 

sentative bed load equa-
tions. With the excep-
tion of KalinS:註e'sequa-
tion， each equation 
takes泊toaccount di- 工O
rect1y or indirect1y the _ 
effect of riverbed rough制 v
ness. In order to express 
in unified way the sedi- 1 
ment discharge， incluふ-
ing the case when bed 
ripples are formed， con-
sideration of effective 
tractive force h部 medt.151
How to determine this 
quantity is at present 
the most important sub-
ject in research of bed _;::-2 

10 load transport rate. 

1O
3 

10-与

10-2 10-1 
1 

2 

1.Einstein U*e/U*=l 
2. 0.5 
3.Meyer，Peter，Muller 1 
4. 0.5 
5.Ashida， Michiue 1 
6. 

τ 
先

10 

Fig. 4.1 sed Load Equations 

VI) Bed load equation for gravel mixture 

102 

τbere has not been much research on sediment transport for gravel mixture. 
τbis is due to the bed materia1s used in experiments being largely uniform gravel 
or close to it， and a1so to the fact partic1e distributions in actua1 flat rivers are not 
very wide and to the fact the overa1l value is c10se to the result obiained using the 
mean diameter. However， in motin tain rivers the grain size distribution is wide， and 
役1ereare many cases where stationary partic1es are present. A1so， to try to explain 
the advance of armouring with time under nor同 quilibriumconditions， a bed load 
equation by diameter is necessary . 

Einstein introduced a modification coefficient because fme particles are 
hidden by co訂 seones， and proposed a bed load equation by diameter for gravel 
mixture. However， later research indicated this modification coefficient over-
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estimated the hiding effect. Further， Egiazaroff developed another bed load 
equation for different diameter.s which combines a bed load equation and one 
more equation for criticalむactiveforce by diameter developed by Egiazaroff 
as introduced in Chapter 3.τrus equation was used in the discussion of riverbed 
deformation accompanying armouring phenomena5)， 6). For example， combining 
the above equation with Sato幽.yoshikawa-Ashida's equation， bed load quantity 
qBi for diameter di is given as follows. 

qBi ._ ，_ J U*2 
fo (di)疋Z=仇 (τ0/τci)← U 1< (4.13) 

Here fo(di) is the percentage of the gravel partic1es of diameter di which 
occupies p訂 tof bed materia1. T ci is a modified Egiazaroff equation representing 
the critical tractive force for diameter di， which is given in Fig. 3.2. 

Now， what problems arise for the case of mountain rivers in comparison 
with these researches? First， in mountain rivers bed gravel has a wide grain size 
distribution inc1uding large diameters， and there are many cases where large 
gravel partic1es are present which do not move under ordinary flood. Also， the 
resistance increases for a torrentia1 flow，出 wasmade c1ear in the studies of 
critica1 tractive force， and as a result the critica1 tractive force increases. For 
that reason the bed load transport rate is expected to decrease. The wash load 
for riv~_r beds. having stationary partic1es has been studied， for example by 
Ashida7)， but世田担fluenceof slope has not been studied. So， below白rsta bed 
load equation will be introduced， and then也einfluence of slope and the bed 
load transport rate for gravel mixture will be considered. 

Section 2: Bed Load Transport Rate fot Uniform Gravel 

(1) Examination on bed load equations 

First， assume the flow resistance law for the gravel in transport is the same as 
for the rigid bed case. This， for出ecase of steep slope， is not an unreasonable 
assumption as rel~ted in Chapters 2 and 3， and to a gentle slope it can apply 
according to瓦ishi8). 

Since Bagnold's9) conception as a model of sand flow is c1ear with respect 
to physica1 meaning， it is utilized here. He formed the following hypothesis and 
confmned it by research on streams containing cohesionless p訂 tic1es.

tozτG+てF (4.14) 

Here， T 0 is the entire shear stress transrriitted to the riverbed， T c;. is the shear 
stress caused by protrudingpartic1es，. Tp is the shear stress caused fu the stream 
body. T G can be written 

τG = N(σ 山 ρ)gcose.いf (4.15 ) 
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letting N be the volume of sediment per unit area， (j the riverbed slope，μf the 
路 nd'scoefficient of dynamic friction of a partic1e， 0 andρthe densities of sand 
and water respectively， and g the gravitational constant. 

Consider the concentration of bed load of uniform diameter to be泊 eq凶“
librium and assume the partic1es in the riverbed surface and the movable partic1es 
to exchange from time to as they move， then at the time the stationary partic1e 
in the surface begins to move the tractive force ac泊19on that partic1e must be 
greater than that at the transport threshold. On the other hand， the partic1e which 
continued movihg unti1 that point must stop on the riverbed. In other words，担
order that theequilibrium condition be maintained whi1e the exchange takes 
place the critical"tractive force forinitiating the transport of partic1es and the 
αitical tractive force for ceasing the transport must be equal， and the shear stress 
TF acting on the bed surface must reach just such condition that both critical 
forces be equal. However， since in general mClvable partic1es protrude from the 
surface more than stationary partic1es on the surface，世ley訂 ein a state where it 
. is easier to move than stationary partic1es. So， it seems there is a large'probability 
of continuing to move訟 thatstate. In other words， the ceasing critical tractive 
force is smaller than the initiating critical tractive force. When the tractive force 
acting on the stationary partic1es with担也eriverbed surface is less than the 
initiating critical tractive force， the bed load equilibrium condition is reached. 
According1y， 

τF = Kτc (4.16 ) 

The constant K is expected to be a value smaller than 1. Here， T c is也e加itia討ng
critical tractive force. There is no practical method of estimating K at p問 sent，but 
because the bed load equilibrium breaks down and出emovable se副mentis 
deposited if TF falls below the ceasing critical. tractive force as a lower 1加1itTF 
is assumed equ-al to the ceasing critical tractive force. 

Next， let us ∞nsider the relationship between the threshold of ceasing and the 
threshold of initiation. The critical transport velocity UC for the transport thresh-
old can be expressed for spherical partic1es from eq. (3.32): 

(S - l)gd (tan中cos6- 一三一sin6)2 _丘 1 1 
c -3 CDε(工+SLt叫 )S4 V J

vD 

(4.17) 

Here， S =σ/ρ. On the other hand， the average transport velocity of movable 
partic1es， from the equation for equilibrium condition of forces becomes 

，2 'IT ，2. _ 'ITd 3 -t-PCD(Ub -Vs)'-z;-d"+ σgTsin6 =(σ -p)gcos6 .. ~・円

(4.18) 

Here，むbis the representative f10w velocity for movable partic1es， Vs is the 
average transport velocity of the partic1es. From eq. (4.18) 
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/4 1 
b -Vs 許子τr{(s-l)いfC凶四 Ssin8}gd ・・・・ (4・19)

When V s = 0， Ub is the critica1 flow velocity for ceasing the transport， so let it 
be U cs and the equation becomes 

4 1 
U2S 27す (S-附cos8(均一己~an8)

Inserting eq. (4.17)担toeq. (4.20) the following equation is obta担ed.

UZs=ε(1 +与L-tan中)
'"'D 

S 
いf-了てτtanり ，，2 

tanil--L ane uc 
'y S -1旬

(4.20) 

(4.21) 

Since the results for the experiments conceming critica1 tractive force on a steep 
flume in Chapter 3 were well explained by taking Cn ε[1 +(CL/C~tanψ] = 1.0， 
~~~}~ applied here. Letting Cn = 0.5， tanψ= 1.0，ε(1 + 2CL) -= 2.0 and eq. 
(4.21) becomes 

U~'" -cs 

2(いf:-三τtan8)

工
S

-一一一一一tan8
S -1 

-uZ (4.22) 

。

Sincethe critical flow velocity Uc for initiating the transport is eva1uated as the 
flow velocity at the crest of a particle， if we evaluate the ceasing critical flow 
velocity Ucs at the same height， the relation expressed by eq. (4.22) becomes: 

2(町一一三一tan8)ui 出ー- 1 -~..-/ ，，2 
*cs .U*C (4.23) 

1 -一一ニー-:-tanelS -1 -_..-

Here U *cs is the ceasing critical frictional velocity， U *c is the initiating critica1 
frictional velocity defined by the separated paFticle O. According to也eexperi-
mental resu1ts conceming Bagnold'sμf，μf = 0.32 -0.5 and for the fully inertial 
range μf = 0.32. Assum担gμf= 0.5 in Eq. 4.23， when tan 8 = 0， U*cs =U*c・
However， since U*cs < U*c as is c1ear from the previous discussion，μf is ex-
pected to be less也an0.5. So here， from experimenta1 resu1ts， the value is postu-
lated to be μf = 0.425. From eq. (4.23)， the following equation is derived. 白
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U*csαU*c (4.24) 

the va1ues of αfor each slope， letting S = 2.60， are those given加 Table4.1. 
From eq. (4.19) the fol1owing equation is obtained. 

Ub -Vs Ucs 

For a flat riverbed letting N be the 
volume of movable sand and V s be the 
average transport velocity of the parti-
c1es， qB the sand di竺hargecan be 
expressed部 qB= NV s. In genera1 
when there are ripples on a riverbed， 
especia11y when such ripples are 
formed in the lower regime， there is 
a separation region of the flow ex-
tending downstream a certain range 
from the crests of the ridges. In such 
sections there is no bed load present. 
Thus， as in Fig. 4.2， if one considers 
the wavelength λof the ridge to be 
divided加toa wake region λ2 and a 
region i¥l' where bed load is present， 
then the sediment discharge qB is 
given by 

入
qB 言寸~l.'I Vs

(4.26) 

Putting eq. (4.25) into eq. (4.26)， 
the fol1owing equation is obtained. 

qB =十時b -Ucs) 

(4.27) 

(4.25) 

Tab1e 4.1 Va1ues of αfor 
Different Gra-
dients 

tan 8=i α α2 

O 0.9 22 0.8 5 

0.0 1 5 0.9 0 6 0.8 2 1 

0.0.22 0.899 0.807 

0.0 2 5 0.898 0.806 

0.049 0.867 0.751 

0.100 0.791 0.626 

Fig. 4.2 A Typical Shaゃeof 
Sand Wave 

where， Ub is the flow velocity at the riverbed surface in the 'section i¥1' Writing 
the effective tractive force in section 1T1 as T01， the fol1owing equation in de-
rived from equations (4.14)， (4.15) and (4.16). 

τOl=: N(σ 四 ρ)gcosS.llf+ Kτc (4.28) 
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Making use of the definition役latseparation distance is 0 for 7 e， and letting 
K = 0:2， and letting 

Ub1= s1U*1 (4.29) 

世田 followingcan be obtained. 

qB→(s-1)J-LoseJl〈工で)(1-4)

(4.30) 

In equation (4.30) the va1ues of λdA， U*l， and sl are unknown， and it is neces醐

sary to estimate them. If the shapes of bed ripples are known， they can be ca1-
cu1ated， but at the present stage there are difficulties in postulating such shapes 
so the bed load transport rate above the ripples wil1 not be discussed hereinafter. 

First， consider the case of flat bed with a mild slope. In such cases a loga-
rithmic law is applicable to flow velocity distribution. 

61 8.5 + 2.5・R.nよ (4.31) 
品 S

(4.31) 

Here， y is the height agove也e也eoretica1riverbed surface， Kg is the relative 
roughness. Taking the partic1e diameter d of bed materia1 as Ks，. the theoretト
ca1 riverbed surface lies 0.25d below the crest of a partic1e for a gent1y s10ped 
flume. Since the height at which sl is eva1uated is出atof the crest of the partic1e 
部 explainedabove， y = 0.25， and finally from eq. (4.31) we obtain sl = 5.03. 
Considering tan 8起 ofor a gent1y sloped flume， and because α今 0.92，the sedi-
ment discharge equation， for a flat bed， letting AdA = 1， becomes 

φ話口元同一 0.8十〈l-094) (4.32) 
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103 
Fig. 4.3 is a comparison of 

equation (4.32) with世leconven-
tiona1 experimenta1 resu1ts9) for 
a flat bed. The degree of也e
agreement is good， where T *c is 
let equa1 to 0.04. 

(2) Bed load transport rate in a φ 
steeply sloped flume 

The above is the case for a 101 

comparatively mild slope. When 
the bed slope is steep the influ-
ences ofα 加 equation(4.30)， 
of the fact出atthe critica1 trac-
tive force becomes great，and of 工00

s 1 varying due to the variation of 
the resistance law， all become im-
portant， and the curve of Fig. 4.3 
is likely to change. 

As reported in Chapter 2， the 
frictiona1 resistance coefficient f， 
according to experiments for re嶋

sistance on a steep slope， is a 
function of d/h and T*， and it 
becomes extremely large com-
pared with that for mi1d slopes. 
Also， according to actua1 obser-
vations of flow velocity distribu-
tion， near the bed surface there is 角

a uniform flow. velocity region 10 -
(of thickness 0)， and above it 
there is a logarithmic distribution 
rule with K = 0.4， i.e. for y ..;;; 0 

十 =A+中・1rr芸 1O斗
u 穴 M

(4.33) 

102 

1O
1 

.・・... 酔・・
+ Wilson 

(Sand) 

X (Nylon) 

o Gilbert 

1O
2七一会

0.1 1.0 
τ 
* 

10 

fory> 0 

4-=A+4・1rr-+-
ー六 一 》

(4.34) 

In the range o/h ..;;; 1.0， finding 
the resistance coefficient 企om
eq. (4.34) or eq. (4.33)，也efol・
lowing is obtained. 
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Since f is a function of T * and 
the relative depth d/h，恒也e 8 

fina1 ana1ysis it is expected that 1:51 6 

A，5，φare functions of the rela-
tive water depth and T *' or of 
也eslope and h.  However， be-
cause the range of experimenta1 
data is limited， it is difficult to 
discuss the nature of the varia-
tion characteristics of A，φ， and 
s加 general.Here， as in Chapter 
2， we assumeゅ=0.87， and 5 = 
0.8d are assumed. Using equa-
tions (4.33) and (4.35) and the 0，1 

resistance coefficient from Fig.τ 会 C

2.11 at a height y = 0.15d， we 
can fmd va1ues of sl are ob- 0.0斗

tained from equation (4.30). Fig. 
4.4 gives the resu1ts of these 
ca1culations 

Here Fig. 4.4 corresponds to 0.01 

the following equation which 0 

well explains the bed load 
transport rate for a steeply 
sloped blume (See below). 

1 0 

5 

1争

3 

2 

l 
0.0 1 1 0.1 

Fig. 4.4 Calcu1ated Values of 81 
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Fig. 4.5 The Change of Critica1 Trac-
tive Force for Bed Slo手eof 
Different Gradients 

81 (5 - 10~て)τJJて

(4.36) 

Equation (4.36)， as can be seen from Fig. 4.4， well explains the bed load transport 
rate for i > 0.05. A1so， the variation of T本cdue to slope， from Chapter 3's experi咽

mental results， corresponds to eq. (4.37)， shown in Fig. 4.5， (provided σ/ρ= 2.60， 
tantp = 1.0， and i = tan 8.) 

-1 

内
'
h守，• -a--

nu 
τ上x

 

'
Q
 

nu 
nu 一一C

 

・宵τ
 (4.37) 

(4.36) 

(4.37) 

According1y， the bed load equation for a steeply sloped flat riverbed is 

12 -241"τ (1.5-1了)/~ _.2 L*C 万二7
cose-~(lJV)(l-α今)

(4.38) 
Plot也19the equation (4.38) with the au也or'sexperimenta1 va1ues gives Fig. 4.6. 
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φ 

1.0 

0.1 

0.01 
0.01 

o 0.100 
・0.049

① 0.022 

• 
0.10 

τ 
犬

1.0 

Fig. 4.6 A Comparison of sed Load Transpor土RateOi1 a 
Steeply Sloped Flume and Equation (4.38) 

Eq. (4.38) does not fit世話 experimenta1va1ues well for io = 0.022， but it 
gi.ves a mostly satistactory result. 

Section 3: Bed Load Transport Rate for Gravel組 xture

(1) Critica1 tractive force for ceasing世letransport of gravel mixture 

According to experiments on仕leinitiatingcritica1 tractive force for transport 
of gravel mixture， the critica1 tractive force is nearly a constant irrespective of 
grain diameter for di/dm < 1， and it increases wi也 graindiameter for di/dm > 1. 
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According1y， under constant hydraulic conditions， it is impossible也atthe trac-
tive force corresponding nearly to that at the threshold of transport acts ，on 
担divudua1gr剖nsof different diameters stationary on the bed surface， and the 
equilibrium of bed load can not occur if a tractive force acting on the bed mate幽

ria1 is within that at the threshold of transport for eachgrain diameter. 
Fig. 4.7 is a compari- 2 

son of experimenta1 result 
by 回rano，Ashida and 10 
Michiue wi世1the theoreti-
ca1 resu1t obtained by泊幽

corporating出emodified 
Egiazaroff equation 担to
Sato-Yoshikawa-Ashida's 
equation4). They 訂 ein 
good agreement for di/dm 
< 0.7; the experimenta1 1 
va1ues are greater than ca1-
culated va1ues for di/dm ~吋 s
0.7， and邸内/dmincreases :.. 4 

血e agreement worsens. ~ 
百lIs indicates 白at the 主
method of incorporati時三 z
世le modified Egiazaroff <T 

equation恒tothe bed load 10 -~ 
equation for gravel nllX-

ture as the critica1 tractive 
force in註lebed load equa-
tion is in appropriate. In 
bed load tr組 sport ex-
periments for gravel mix-
ture，江 hasbeen 0 bserved 
出atlarge partic1es do not 10 句

easi1y exchange with bed 
materia1， but 血ey con-
tinue to move. These facts 
specia11y suggest也atthe 
critica1 tractive force for 
ceasing the transport of 
partic1es having a diameter 
greater仕lanthe mean dia- 10 ~ '--
meter is sma11er也anthe 10-'" 2 

critica1 tractive force for 
詰itiating 也e transport. 
Consider the tractive force 
transmitted from the flow 
to bed， in the same way 
as for uniform gravel， as 
becoming the critica1 tractive force for ceasing and as causing the equilibrium of 
bed load to be maintained. If that is so， the condition that bed load must be in 
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equi1ibrium for each different diameter requires the critica1 tractive forces for 
ceasing the transport of individua1 differentsize partic1es to be sma11er than白e
critica1 tractive force for担itiating也etransport and a1so to be equa1 to each other 
irrespective of grain diameter.τbus， the experiments were carried out to deter-
mine the critica1 tractive force at the threshold of ceasing the transport. 

A rigid bed was made by spreading uniform sand of 3.5 mm in diameter (k) 
1 cm thick詰 a17 m long and 50 cm wide variable slope water flume， and then 
varnished.耳ere，taking the va1ue for gravel mixture bed as equiva1ent to出e
va1ue for a uniform gravel bed whose mean diameter equa1 to that of gravel mix欄

ture is based on the experimental result related in Chapter 2 that if they are equa1 
in mean diameter， they are a1so the same担 degreeof bed roughness independent 
of grain size distribution.百listime the observed roughness (.6.Z) from radius 
pitch was 1.59 mm. Sand was dropped a partic1e at a time on to the rigid bed 
surface， and the仕組sportvelocity (Vsi) was observed by following each partic1e. 
百leceasing threshhold was defmed as the .friction velocity， at which the transport 
velocity becomes zero on a graph of the average transport velocity versus the 
friction velocity. It is determined from the graph by means of exterpolation. 

4 
τci 
Tcm 

i. 

o 1/200 

・1/100

k=3.51m血

τ*co=0.05 

、
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 

¥ 、、、
‘、~ 

o 0 0 ~~ 0 
-:::-~--i今暫・I---~-吻曲面目幽.

3 

τcs工
τco 

2 

1 

di/dm， di/k 

Fig. 4.8 Critical Tractive Force for Ceasing the Transport 
of Gravel Mixture Particles by Grain Diameters 

Fig. 4.8 indicates the results a10ng with Egiazaroffs transport threshold for 
each diameter. From the graph it can be seen that the critica1 tractive force for 
the initiation is nearly constant independent of diameter. Further， for di/dm < 1 
an effect of the rigid bed appears and the sand grains are caught by troughs of 
the rough bed surface and the ceasing critica1 tractive force becomes greater. 
However， for a movable bed， thinking a10ng the same lines asfor the modified 
Egiazaroff equation， the initiating threshold can be considered to be担 agree鍋

ment with the ceasing threshold of the mean diameter since as long as the larger 
partic1es are担 transportthe hiding effect a1most vanishes. 
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(2) Bed load equation for gravel mixture 

As reported above， it was confrrmed that the ceasing critica1 tractive orce 
forgravel mixture is nearly constant independent of diameter. Thus， the same 
method u&ed in Chapter 2 is applied to examine the bed load equation for gravel 
mixture on a flat bed. 

Ubi -VSi出 UCSi (4.39) 

The bed load qBi for each diameter is: 

qBi=NiVsi (4.40) 

Here Ubi is the flow velocity acting on partic1es of diameter di which is a 
va1ue independent of diameter江 itis eva1uated at the crest of bed surface simi-
I訂 lyto the case of uniform gravel. V si is the average velocity of transporting 
partic1es of diameter di' Ucsi is the average velocity at the ceasing threshold for di. 
Ni is the amount of partic1es of diameter di transported per unitぽ ea.Accord醐

ing1y， the following equation is obtained. 

τ02EN1(σ 四 ρ)gcos6.υfi+ KτCm (4.41) 

Here， T cm is the critica1 tractive force for initiating the transport of partic1es 
of the mean diameter. Provided kr cm is near1y equa1 to the ceasing critical 
tractive force， k = 0:2 andα2 = 0.85 are obtained from Fig. 4.8担 ami1der slope， 
the va1ue is the same as for uniform gravel.古田 degree of bed roughness was 
the same for both uniform gravel and gravel mixture in case the average diameter 
is normalized.. A1though the coefficient of dynamic frictionμ合 ispresupposed 
to vary with diameter， here it is taken to be constant for all diameters and 
assumed equal to a va1ue of 0.425 in the case of uniform grave1. 

Further， concerning the number of movable partic1es of diameter di per unit 
訂 ea，for a selective discharge in which especiallY large partic1es do not move， 
the number is presupposed to be unrelated to the grain size distribution of the 
bed materia1. However， here the condition is frrst considered that the largest 
partic1es are a1so in motion， and assuming the number to be proportiona1 to 
fo(di)， the percentage of partic1es of diameter di which occupies part of the 
bed materia1. 

Ni=f。(di)EN1 (4.42) 

Equation (4.41) becomes 

τo諸宗石〈σー印os6.いf+α2h (4.43) 
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From equations{4.31) and (4.32) we get 

τ。ー α2'Tcm
qBi =(σ 一ρ)gcos8.い"f(Ub-百CSi)fo(di) (4.44) 

Since the height at which both Ub and Ucsi are eva1uated are that of the crest 
of a partic1e in the bed， the following equation can be obtained. 

Ub -Ucsi = s1(U火山口大csi) (4.45) 

Equatiori (4.44) is transformed into the following. 

-JL〈主)3/22-i」・'T1L2.(1-α己記1IL)(1 -〆与旦L)
fo(di) "dm/ cose.].lf 畑 ~m 烹百一-

(4.46) 

Here φi = qBi/{(O/Pー 1)gdi3}弘 and

T*m = U~/(õ/ρ- l) gdm 
The va1ue of coefficient sl in eq. (4.46) can be considered the same as for uni幅

form gravel from the fact that the bed roughness is the same as for uniform 
gravel. 

Thus， the following equation is obtained. 

-2L  (主)3/2=1:2 -24{iτ(1・5-1"i)(工一 α2-Iι1IL)
fo (di) "dm/ cos8 ， "*m ¥.... -u. 'T犬m l 

X (1 -α尽平) …・・・・ (4.47)
‘ゴ~m

τ11is equation can be transformed as follows. 

12 -241了 (1.5-1"て)" ，̂2 'T*cm '¥" ，̂ LT*-CI!L ∞se -M  (1J与1!L)(工ー α4SL)
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百lebed load transport rate 
can be detennined by deriving 
the overa1l bed load transport 
rate 仕omequation (4.48) for the 
mean diameter，世間ntaking the 
va1ue. of di/dm. 

Considering frrst the case of a 
mild slope， assuming iキ oand 
α2 = 0.85， Fig. 4.9 can be ob-
tained from the data of Fig. 4.7. 
Equation (4.4 7) explains the 
experimenta1 results welL More 
precisely， 'T*cm varies according 
to仔訊6 as discussed in 
Chapter 3， but here the va1ue 
'T*cm = 0.05 is employed. 

Next， for the case of a steep 
slope， assume the influence of 
slope on critica1 tractive force 

. 

for gravel mixture can be ex-
pressed the same as for unifonn 
gravel. In Fig. 4.10 va1ues from 
equation (4.48) and the author's 
experimenta1 va1ues for the mean 
diameter 6.40 mm何可石 2

3.45， and the mean diameter 
7.6 mm ..j百戸市16 = 4.83 訂 e
shown. 

Further， Fig. 4.l1 is an ex駒

ample of the grain size distribu両

信onof bed load and that of bed 
materia1. The dispersion is great， 
but the homogeneousness is good 
which indicates the argument is 
appropriate. 

A Comoarison of Bed Load 
Transport Rate for Grav四

el Mixture and Equation 
(4ュ47)

Fig. 4.9 
Section 4: Tirne Variation of 
Bed Load Transport Rate for 
Gravel Mixture 
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The average bed load trans働

port rate for gravel mixturecan 
be expressed as equation (4.48) 
or equation (4.49). However， if 
one fmds the bed load transport 
rate or short time interva1s ex-
perimenta1ly， or observes the bed 
load transport rate every mか



ment， the grain size distribution 
of bed load expressed as equa圃1.0
tion (4.49) is not necessarlly 
equa1 to that of bed materia1， but ぷ

it seems cyclically to become 出

rough and 白le. So， using a 
gravel mixture having世話 grain
size distribution shown in Fig. 
4.12， further examinations were 
made concerning bed load trans同 10‘

port rate for gravel mixture. 
First， consider the coarsening 

of bed load to occur in the begin-
ning of water supply.τ'his phか
nomenon is cal1ed a selection of 
sand partic1es. For example， 
Kinoshita11) reports on sandせis-
~~arge in the 1 cas~ o! bar~ forma-to 2. 
tion，“In the beginning of coarse-
grained particles of bed load are 
transported， andぉ timep邸 ses
they diminish， and instead trans-
port of the next largest diameter 
partic1es follows." 

Fi忽ues4.13 and 4.14 show， 
respectively， the grain size distri- 内

bution and transport rate of the 10 ~ 
bed load. for the case of sand 
used in the experiments desig-
nated “A" in Fig. 4.12， where 
sediment in transport co町田町泊

the beginning of water supply. 
These experiments were. car-

ried out on a channel of width 
20 cm. 百四se graphs prove → 

10 that large diameter partic1es are 
0.01 transported at a rate nearly equa1 

dm=6.40nnn 
o i=0.100 
① 0.049 
e 0.022 
dm=7.60nnn 
③ i=0.050 
~ 0.025 ・0.015

@ 

。

• • 

• 
@ 

.， 
@ 

① 

<D 0 0 

0.1 
τ*m 

1.0 

to the rate of their presence in 
the bed material， and that a1most 
no sma11 diameter partic1es are 
discharged at al1. In this way， one 

Fig. 4.10 Bed Load Transport Rate for 
Gravel Mixture on a Steeply 
Sloped F1ume 

can consider a difference in 
transport velocity for each dia-
meter to bethe reason that担

the beginning of water supply 
coぽsegrained partic1es aretrans-
ported while fme grained ones 
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are not. Thus， using gravel mix-1 0 0 

ture of minimum diameter 0.74 町

mm， and of maximum diameter 10 

16 mm， indicated as “B"加 Fig.
4.12， the gravel transport forms 
were observed from the side. The 
gravel mixture was color coded 5 0ト

for each diameter， and photo僻

graphs were taken and ana1yzed 
of sand movement in a channel 
whose slope was varied between 
0.02 and 0.15. The gravel was ト

spread 20 cm wide， 9 cm thick 
and 6.7 m long. There was no 
sand supply. There follows a 
summary of the observations 
through the experiment. 

a. When the crest of a mov-
able particle， in the case where 
tractive force is not particularly 
large， is on1y a diameter distant 
from the bed surface， and the 
gravel transport forms where 
gravel moves above the rigid bed 
having the roughness being on 
the order of the mean diameter. 

b. The velocity of the p紅・

ticles in transport is essentially 
the same independent of dia-
meter. 

c. When the largest particles 
move the smaller particles fall 
down and are hidden by the 
larger ones. When making ob-
servations from the side， in the 
beginning of water supply almost 
no small particles in transport 
could be seen， and even when 
they do move they soon go加

bed troughs or wake regions of 
gravel on the bed surface， there-
by making them difficult to 
move. 
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Fig. 4.12 Grain Size Distribution of 
Sand Mater寸a1sused in the 
Experiments 
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100 
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d. When the tractive force 
and slope加crease，(加 theseex-
periments io > 0.1， T*m > 0.33) 
the partic1es， rather than moving 
independently， the medium size 
partic1es begin to move buried 
担 thelarger moving partic1es， 
and the coarsening of trans-
ported partic1es mentioned above 
is extremely pertinent. 

The fa1ling of sma11er parti‘ 

c1es wi出ingravel mixture in this 
way has been studied by Daidd2) 

in relation to mud flow. Here we 
see this phenomenon occurs for 
bed load a1so. It seems this phe-
nomenon becomes more notice-
able as the grain diameter distri-
bution becomes wi.der. 

The above observations prove LO that也ecoarsening of movable 
partic1es is due to the effect that 
sma11er particles are hidden by 
larger partic1es. So， eva1uating 
this hiding effect by the term α2 

T*cm担 eq.(4.48)， and fmding 
this from Fig. 4.14， one gets T ci 
ihdicated泊 4.15.This shows a 
仕endthat for di/dm < 0.4， as 
for the Egiazaroff Equation，せle
sma11er the partic1e the more 
difficult it is to tηansport: On 
account of this selection phe-
nomenon the grain size distri-
bution of the bed materia1 and 
that of bed load v訂 y every 
moment， but taking the average 
va1ue of a certain considerable 
time duration both distributions 
are泊 agreementwith each other. 
However，甘lerate of bed defor-
mation is probably different 
from that ca1culated on the aver-
age. Fig. 4.16 is.one example of 
bed load trnansport rate by dia-
meter. 
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The above is largely the case ~}JI~ 
of transport of gravel paτtic1es of I 3 
all diameters inc1uding the largest 
ones. Next， to the case of p訂 ti幽

c1es below a certain grain size 
moving whi1e larger stationary 
partic1es are present， equation 
(4.4 7) is a1so app1icable provided 
that the bed load is加 anequi崎

1ibrium condition. It can be said 
to be so from the fact if inc1udes 
such data as in Fig. 4.9. How柵

ever， as the percentage of con幽

tained unmovable partic1es加-

creases it seems a hiding effect 
w出 appe訂.Here the percentage 
of contained unmovable partic1es 
is varied from 0%‘5% and 10% T=O. 
(the weight percerItage)， and the m工n
variation of sand discharge by 
diameter was checked. 

In Fig. 4.17 since the amount 
of data obtainable is 1泊1ited，it is 
d百白cultto make out a defmitive T=l 

conc1usion， but the two cases of 
0% and 5σ% unmovable partic1es 
訂 ethe same in sand discharge 
while for 10σ% the sand discharge 
becomes fairly_sma11er. From this 
it is found that large gravel which T器 2
is often seen in mountain stream 
beds is not simply functioning as 
roughness， but a1so has the ジos-
sib出tyof having a hiding effect 
when its percentage increases. 

Next，加 casewhere unmov-
able partic1es are present， the 
actua1 tractive force is smaller 
託lanthe critica1 tractive force 
for initiating the transport of the 
largest partic1es， and there _ is 1it-
tle-or no supp1ied sand from世田

upper stream， the bed roughness 
is coarsened with time and the so 
called armour coat-is formed. To 
such cases where the sediment is 
not 担 equi1ibrium，.~q~~1:io~ Fi 9・

10 

The Critica1 Tractive Force 
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(4.47) can not apply. Further， in 
a chan.n，el of fmite length when 
armour coat has advanced from 
upstream over a long time period 
and the sediment恒也elower 
stream extremity is ne紅 lyin 
equilibrium， equation (4.47) can 
apply to the case. However， even 
担 thatcase equation (4.47) is 
not valid for the largest partic1es. 
The tractive force domain in 
which armour coats form is typi-
cally indicated with domain A of 
Fig. 4.18 between the transport 
threshold for the largest particles 
and the ceasing threshold. From 
the above observations‘Ashida‘ 
Michiue5) and Hirano's6) exami-
nations of tracing the process of 
the formation of armour coats 
using equation (4.13) and similar 

、 equations are considered ex-
pedients， and the reason why 
there arose no problem with 
their examinations is considered 
to be due to the phenomenon 
that the armour coat formation 
was carried out mainly by paτti-
c1es sma11er than the mean dia-
meter. 

A Conceptua1 Scheme of 
an Armour Coat Forma四

tion Region 
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Section 5: Conclusion 

This chapter has been oriented toward bed load transport rate for unifonn 
gravel and that for gravel mixture in a steeply sloped channel. 

First， sectiori 1 gave representative conventiona1 bed load equations and 
offered explanation of them， and then indicated that a bed load equation appli-
cable to mountain streams， where a steep slope and wide grain size distribution 
of bed materia1s must be taken into account， had not yet been proposed. 

Section 2， using Bagnold's model as a base， derived a new bed load equation 
which is avai1able well with甘leconventiona1 data. And， using the results of 
critical tractive force and resistance law from Chapters 2 and 3， section 2 pro圃

posed another bed load equation for a steep slope which is in good agreement 
with the author's-，experimenta1 va1ues. 

Section 3 examined a bed load equation for gravel mixture. First， experi-
ments were carried out on the ceasing critica1 tractive force for the gravel， and 
from these experiments it was proved that the force is a constant va1ue indか
pendent of grain diameter. From the ana1ysis of these results， a new bed load 
equation for gravel mixture under equilibrium condition was offered assuming 
the critica1 tractive force to be constant. This equation fits the experimental 
values better than the conventional bed load equations by diameter. A1so， one 
equation was proposed for a steep slope which is in satisfactory agreement with 
the author's experimenta1 va1ues. 

Section 4 examined the bed load transport rate for gravel mixture in greater 
detai1. During transport smaller partic1es are hidden by larger partic1es. That 
elucidates the marked appe訂 anceof coarsening sediment in the beginning of 
water supply. A1so， eva1uating thおhidingeffect in terms of the critica1 tractive 
force in the bed load equation， the result is obtained for di/dm < 0.4， as for 
Egiazaroff equation， the smaller the particle the greater the critica1 tractive force 
is. Next， the influence of unmovable large partic1es on bed load transport rate 
was加vestigatedand it was found that as the percentage of contained unmovable 
partic1es加creases，a hiding effect arises and the transport rate decreases. Finally， 
an explanation of訂 mourcoat formation was added. 

There are a number of problems remaining with the above investigations， but 
new equations were found applicable to mountain rivers characterized by gravel 
mixture bed and steep slope. 
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CHAPTER 5 APPLICATION OF STUDIES IN THE PREVIOUS CHAP-
TERS TO EROSION CONTROL PLANNING 

Section 1: OutIine 

Thisαlapter considers problems of applying the results of research on bed 
load transport rate， critical tractive force， resistance law for a stream， and channel 
pattern of mountain rivers presented in the previous chapters to erosion control 
planning. 

Erosion control planning is， ideally， a complete treatment of sand's' behavior 
in a11 parts of a stream area， from production of mud flow in upstream areas to 
erosion at the ocean's shores. However， considering just the amount of sediment 
supplied from the upper streむn，there are many problems for which it is very 
difficult to make accurate predictions for planning purposes. These inc1ude pro-
bab出sticphenomena such as land collapse and mud-flows， and production of 
la培eamounts of sediment from such phenomena. Futher in order to make a 
prediction of sediment supply within the basin， many problems must be resolved. 
Accordingly， planning erosion control for an entire drainage system is the ideal， 
but it must be said the actual conditions are extremely difficult. 

However， it is important to a加1at establishing more reasonable erosion 
control policy， using fundamenta1 knowledge such as discussed in this thesis， 
even for partial planning within a drainage system. 

A representative example one can consider hydrologically is river bed defor-
mation， in a channel section of finite length， for caused when sediment is no 
longer supplied from upstream because of a dam. In conventiona1 research on 
such case， the object of investigation was formation of an armour coat or river 
bed lowering. In erosion control， there are many cases when channel works 
are planned to fix the channel in a farm area. Especially recently there are many 
instances of executing channel works as repair which were sma11 rivers 1 -2m 
wide， work in訂 eas，where mud flow occurred. In such cases， first， how much 
should it be widened， and next， what level of construction is necessary to al10w 
the planned discharge to flow safely downstream. One can consider applying the 
present research to such problems. 

Further， one can consider sediment discharge from comparatively flat sandy 
exposed slopes. One can not find the sediment discharge from exposed slopes if 
the gully pattern is not understood. However， in downstream slope areas con-
paratively stable gullies are formed which do not change much from year to ye訂.

In such places， given information on rainfall， slope and' materials of the inc 
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In these ways the present research can apply to important portion of erosion 
control planning; the next section examines applications particu1arly to channel 
works planning. 

Section 2: Application to Channel Works Planning1) 

The aim and methods of executing channel works are summarized by Tabata 
and Abeρbut conceptions vary from person to person. The places where many 
channel works are bui1t are fan areas where sediment has been deposited as a 
result of vigorous sediment transport from upstream mountain areas. Theyare 
sediment deposit regions when viewed from the perspective of sediment balance . 
for the entire drainage system. Accordingly， the channel within a fan area is un-
stable. A high degree of river bed lowering and channel deformafion imply a 2 
dimensional outflow of deposited sediment and they exert a deteriorating in-
fluence on the river downstream. Also， in mountain regions the fan areas are 
rea1ly the only habitable areas avai1able. Channel deformation or flood not only 
means the loss of habitable訂 eas，but in such places these assai1ants possess an 
enormous momentary destructive force which sometimes cause disasters加volving
losss of human五fe.Disaster prevention methods for such areas must inc1ude，自rst，
the prevention of floods and torrentia1 outflows such as mud-flows from the 
upper stream， and next， safe drainage of flood wasters a10ng with prevention of 
erosion and fixation of the channel. Accordingly， execution beforehand of 
measures to prevent dangerous sediment outflow from the upstream region is a 
precondition in order to make it fulfI11 its function adequately. According to 
River Erosion Control Technica1 Standards， design prerequisites訂 e，“Inthe 
upstream extremity of a channel works planning region a check dam， as a rule， i包s 
requi討red;グ"
the flood discharge reduced by the p抑er叩ce叩nt臼ag酔eoぱfsediment included， since erosion 
control works are assumed to be completed beforehand." 

If the sand supply to a channel which is nearly in equi1ibrium， allowing the 
outflow of upstream sediment to flow downstream or the channel to deform over 
and over， is suspended， the channel wi11 begin to move to a new equilibrium posi岨

tion. However， provided one presupposes a new equilibrium condition in advance， 
forms a new appropriate channel， and then stops the sand supply， erosion can be 
prevented and a design flood supply can be accepted safely. The purpose of 
planning the function of 
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volume in actua1 rivers， irrespective of bed slope or bed materia1. This relationship 
can be written as: 

B 詰 3.5_ 7Ql/2 (Unit: m/sec) ・・・・・・・ (1.4) 

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

l

l

i

 

The reason is unc1ear， but if the channel width was made larger separation of 
flow would occur， and if made smal1er， erosion of banks would occur and the 
channel would be enlarged. 

Here the case is one without sediment. In the degree of sediment concentra-
tion which is s加 ilarto that of genera1 bed load， suspended load， or the like， the 
sediment does not act greatly as a resistance against the flow. So， provided one 
selects a channel width satisfying equation (1.4)， it is safe to assume that the 
width is sufficient1y stable for sidebank erosion even when there is no sediment. 
Thus， in designing a channel works， the channel width given by equation 1.4 is 
the largest value which must be considered. 

Tabata and Abe2)， 3)， concerning each訂 ea'serosion control dam， show the 
relationship between the basin area and relative flow discharge with reference to 
the design flood discharge. They a1so show the relationship between the width of 
many channel works actual1y泊 operationand the basin area. Here， considering 
the previous relationshiジasa relationship between basin町 eaand relative flow 
discharge for channel works， and rearranging as one between channel width and 
design flood discharge， one gets Fig. 5.1 which compares this with Equation 1.4. 

Further， both the standard va1ues of channel width and the desing discharge 
given担 theMinistry of Construction's River Erosion Control Technica1 Standards 
are a1so indicated in Fig. 5.1. 

As is c1ear from the figure， for large flow discharges above 2000 m3/sec， equa-
tion (1.4) and actua1 river width are in good agreement. F or smal1' discharges the 
river width is narrower than that given by equation (1.4). One reason for using 
these narrow widths in channel works is that the so called dominant discharge， 
which determines the width of a natura1 river channel， is apt to become the cause 
of meandering within the channe1. A channel width given by equation (1.4) for 
design flood (Pickup， G.4)) is too large for the 1.5yr probabi1ity flood discharge， 
the kind of floods which occur several times a year or once in several years. 
Another reason is that in places where channel works can be operated， being 
original1y narrow， it is泊lpossibleactually to make the width given by eq. (1.4)， 
say， 50m for a 100 m3/sec design flood discharge. 

百1US，in practice， using channel width sma11er than given by eq. (1.4) neces帽

sitated a policy of desposing strong revetments to prevent sidebank erosion泊

desig 
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Fig. 5.1 The Re1ationship between River Width and 
F100d Discharge 

(2) Equilibrium slope 

In general， the equilibrium slope. where sediment discharge is the same at any 
cross section is dtermined by the supplied sediment discharge. Under the condi-
tion of no supplied sediment from the upper stream訂 eaas in planning channel 
works， the maximum value of the longitudinal slope is the so called static equilib-
rium slope， where at every point in the longitudiona1 direction no sediment exists. 
百lestatic equilibrium slope for a given bed material can be obtained by ana1ysis 
of critical tractive force for various diameters of the material. Especia11y for the 
case of gravel mixture having a wide grain size range as in general mountain 
streams， when grains below 90 -95% grain diameter are selectively swept away， 
the average lowering of the riverbed becomes sma11， and reaches eq凶日briumwhen 
the riverbed surface becomes covered with relatively coarse grains (armour coat-
担g).

百lecritical tractive force for a riverbed composed of uniform grains， for a 
steeply sloped smal1 relative depth flow， is given in this study by quation (3.26). 
For gravel mixture， there is Egiazaroff equation (3.25). AB was stated担 Chapter
three it is necessary to apply some modification to eq. (3.2) for the cases oflarge 
grain distribution range andsma11 relative depth. However， here assuming that 
the logarithmic equation obtained by putting equation (3.26)加to7*cm of 
equation (3.25) c釦 beapplied as it is， the following equation can be obtained. 
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Assuming thaUhe armour coat begins to fonn when gravel of di=d90 stops mov-
加g，one can find the critica1 tractive force T辛C90corresponding to that from 
equation (5.1). 

(5.1) 

One can see from dimension ana1ysis that the Darcy-Weisbach frictiona1 
resistance coefficient f for a .steeply sloped sma11 relative depth flow is a function 
of d/h and m/gd.古語sfunctiona1 relationship can be found as in Fig. 2.6. The 
following show some of the methods for finding a static equilibrium slope， for a 
prescribed flow discharge and channel width， using these quantities. 

First， assume an appropriate slope (1)， from a grain size distribution of a 
given bed materia1 and find d90 and dm. Ca1culate T*Cot) from equation (5.1). 
Next， insert this T*C into equation (5.2). 
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(5.2) 

and fmd U;"c9 0 /gd9 0・

U~c90fgdm = (むし90/gd90) (d9 0 / dm) (5.3) 

From the above equation (5.3) find the va1ue of U~c9o/gdm ， and calling this 
UMgdm fmd its va1ue from a group of curves given in Fig. 2.6. Because the curves 
giving the assumed (1)訂ea1s0 indica~ed in Fig. 2.4， one can find the intersection 
of both curves. Reading off the coordinate of dm/h如 df of the intersection， and 
using h and f， one can ca1culate the discharge from 

Q = hl87fぺhI'B' (5.4) 

lf Q obtained in this way does not agree with the prescribed discharge， reiterate 
the calcu1ations assuming different values of 1 unti1 theydo agree. The average 
slope ca1culated as above varies with the given values of B and Q and bears no 
relationship for the origina1 bed slope. 

Here， let us.examine channel works width and equilibrium slope by taking a 
practica1 examp1e， the lwatsubodani channe1 works plans within the jurisdiction 
of the Jintsu RiverDrainage System Erosion Contro1 Works Office. The lwatsubo-
dani Channe1 Works was planned for the 460 m stretch the Hikage Erosion Con-
tro1 Dam downstream to the confluence point with the main stream of the Hirayu 
River， the a1ready constructed Hikage Dam being taken as the check dam. Its 
purpose was to prevent latera1 erosion and riverbed 10wering. The alignment was 
determined as a consequence almost from necessity by restrictions such as roads. 
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The channel width， too， dependent on conditions such as land use， was deter抱

mined to be 10 m for the upper stream section and 15 m for the lower. With an 
overal1 drop of 42 m the present average bed slope is 0.0913. The grain size dis':' 
tribution of the bed materia1 is shown in Fig. 5.2. 

The mean diameter 
(dm.) is 5.7 cm and the 
90% diameter(d90) is 16.2 F(d) 
cm. The problem is the dか(克)
sign flood discharge. In the 肉

case of the Iwatsubodani 
using the 150-year proba輔

bility rainfall it gets 215 
m3/sec. 

From the above data 0 u.i 
the static equilibrium 

slope can be obta加~d， Fig. 5.2 Grain Size Distribution at 
where it is assumed that Iwatsubodani 
for sake of simp1icity the 
channel section is a rectangle and that curves in the a1ignment exert no influence. 
Further， make the ca1culations using 10m or 15 m as the va1ue of the channel 
works width Bo ・Now， from equation 5.1， assuming d90/md = 2.84， hC90 be咽・

comes 0.0218 for 1起 O.The T *Con for a slope 1 is given by hC90 = 0.0218 x 
101

•
76 

1. For example， if 1 = 0.10， th話T*C90is 0.0327. From equation 5.2 we get 

U~C90 /gd9o = T事C90(σ/p幽 1)口 0.0349X 101•
761 

Here， a/ρis taken to be 2.60. A1so from equation (1.4)， letting the flow dis“ 

charge per unit width be q m3 /sec/m， the fol1owing is obtained. 

B口(12.3叩49)Q/B= (12.3-49) q (m) 

One can find the channel width B froni the flow discharge per unit width. Insert 
whichever width is smaI1er， B the channel width or Bo the channel works width， 
担toeq. (5.4) and find the flow discharge Q (m3 /sec). 

The results ofせleseca1culations are shown in Table 5.1 and Fig. 5.3. From 
these results we see that provided the flood time continues sufficiently long 
for riverbed deformation， the equilibrium slope wi11 become an extremely mild 
slope of 0.0014 for a design flood discharge of 215 m3 /seceven if the channel 
works width is 15 m. In terrns of height this is a ga担 of0.74 m， and we see 
it is necessary to take care of the remaining 41.26 m by a fa11ing works o! the 
1ike. 
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Tab1e 5.1 Examp1es of Ca1cu1ating the E司uilibrium Slope 

I 0.1 0.05 0.025 0.0125 0.005 0.0025 0.001 

tキc90 0.0327 0.0267 0.0241 0.0229 0.0222 0.0220 0.0219 

時 c9if'gd90 0.0523 0.0427 0.0386 0.0367 0.0356 0.0352 0.0350 

U2t<c90 0.0831 0.0678 0.0 6 1 3 0.0583 0.0565 0.0559 0.0556 

U本 (m/sec) 0.288 0.260 0.248 0.241 0.238 0.216 0.236 

h (m) 0.0848 0.138 0.250 0.4 7 6 1.15 2.28 5.67 

U2*C90今dm 0.149 0.121 0.110 0.104 0.101 0.100 0.0994 

dm/h 0.672 0.4 1 3 0.228 0.120 0.0496 0.0250 0.0101 

f 0.30 0.19 0.10 0.057 0.041 0.032 0.025 

Uo/U* 5.16 6.4 9 8.94 1 1.8 14.0 15.7 18.0 

Uo (m/sec ) 1.49 1.69 2.22 2.84 3.33 3.71 4.25 

q=hU。 0.126 0:233 0.555 1.35 3.83 8.4 9 24.1 

12.3 q 1.55 2.87 6.83 16.6 47.1 104.4 296.4 
B(m) 

49q 6.17 11.4 27.2 66.2 187.7 416.0 1180.9 

0.195 0.669 3.79 22.4 180.4 886.4 7143.2 
Q (nt/sec ) 

0.777 2.66 89.4 718.9 3531.8 28460 15.1 

Q(B=10m) 5.65 13.5 38.3 84.9 241.0 

Q (B=15m) 8.33 20.3 57.5 127.4 361.5 

0.1戸0.... Q¥  
、、 、、

工

OD1 

0.001111.1111 11111，1 I'''''( )I.，晶、
0.1 1.0 10 100 

Q(m3/sec) 

Fig. 5.3 The Re1ationship between Flow Discharge and 
Equi1ibrium Slope 
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Also Fig. 5:3 indicates that for a channel works width of 15 m， the f10w wi11 
meander unti1 the f10w discharge reaches 6 -17 m3 jsec. Here the channel works 
design width of 10 m corresponds well、withthe cross sectional width of the 
present channel， and one can say the f10w discharge of 2 -8 m3 jsec corresponding 
to that channel is the dominant discharge with respect to the latera1 morphology. 
Also， following the previous胎leof reasoning， this can be regarded as corre-
sponding to the 1.5舗yearprobability f100d discharge. 

(3) Artificially roughened riverbed . 

One can fmd役lestatic equilibrium s10pe 1 for a channel of overall head H 
and channel works reach length L by methods related above. The difference 
H-LL between overall head H and the head due to the static equilibrium s10pe 
must be dealt with by a fa11ing works. However， as this difference increases， 
the channel 1ength needed for an energy dissipator increases， and the gravel bed 
distance is shortened. Since that is the case， it is more economica1 to put aside 
the fa11ing works and coat the bed surface with concrete. In genera1， in a channel 
plastered on three sides the f10w velocity tends to be quick， and there are cases 
when it is necessary to consider management of conf1uence sections. Thus， 
one can consider roughening the rigid bed surface to reduce the flow velocity. 
Since characteristics of the resistance coefficient for roughness due to frame 
type roughness e1ements disposed transversa11y on a bed surface have been e1u-
cidated by many experiments already，5) here the case of artificia1 roughness 
due to natural rock buried in the riverbed is considered. 
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Fig. 5.4 The Change of Resistance Coefficient Due To 
Diff~rent Arrangements of Roughness Elements 

Experiments were carried out for the case wt'ere 2/3 of the diameter was 
burried for three roughness densities: Nd2 = 0.951， 0.666， and 0.333.百le
results are shown in Fig. 5.4. 

In this case we see世latU*2/gd is not animportant factor.-Further， the 
訂rangementsof託児 roughnesse1ements are shown to也eright of each graph. 
In the case of these experimen ts，世learrangement designatedぉ Bgave the largest 
resistance coefficient. 

Consider again the Iwatsubodani Channel Works Plans mentioned above. 
From the results of也eequ出briumslope ana1ysis it was understood出atnearly 
the whole-head must be accommodated by fa1ling works. However， if a large 
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number of small falling works are strung toge世ler，the gravel bed section wi1l 
disappe紅 .τ'hus，one can consider concentrating世lehead担 oneplace by estab剛

lishing a large fa11ing works. However， in order也atthe falling water makes a 
stable hydraulic jump in times of design flood discharge， an extremely large 
auxiliary dam or front apron is necessary. Next， since世田 suηoundingsis-a 
hot springs area， there is a possibi1ity of c問 atingnoise pollution by the falling 
water， which recen世yhas become an issue. Inせlefma1 ana1ysis it is more eco-
nomica1 to cover it on three sides， rather than to bui1d a large sca1e project. 
In世lIS泊st如 ce，世lestream flows quick1y due to the steep slope， so scouring 
at柱時 confluencepoint with the main stream， impulse waves at the curved seひ
tions， and rising of the water level at the outer curves are problems.τ'hus， it 
would be advisable to i:hcorporate some artificia1 roughness elements suchぉ

也osedescribed above. 

Section 3: Conclusion 

τms Chapter discussed possibilities of applying the results of this thesis 
for erosion control planning. It discussed especially applications to channel 
works planning， and methods for finding equilibrium slope and channel works 
wid也.αlannelWorks Plans for Iwatsubodani加せleJintsu River Drainage System 
was taken as a conぽ eteexample， and the actua1 equilibrium slope was ca1cu1ated. 
Finally experiments on resistance for artificia1 roughness elements made from 
natura1 rock were carried out， and the resu1ts presen tβd. 

τhe results of世listh回 ismay a1so be va1uable for predictions of the amount 
of slope erosion， ca1cu1ation of riverbed deformation in moun白泊 streams，and 
especia11y for discussion of regulating effects of erosion control dams. 
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AFfERWORD 

This thesis has advanced， the understanding of sediment transport phenomena 
which are treated mainly in the field of erosion control engineeering. Spec:::ifically 
社lephenomena herein treated are flow resis位nce，bed load transport rate， critica1 
tractive force， and channel pattem for a stream on a steeply sloped bed， having a 
sma11 relative water depth and a wide grain size distribution. It has elucidated the 
influence.of slope on these phenomena which was not very c1ear previously， and 
has obtained a number of r?SUIts applicable to mountain ztvers-mere follows a 
summ訂 yof the results. 

Chapter 1 presents世leresults of a number of experiments on channel pattem 
and sediment transport forms部 itoccurs担 steeplysloped flumes of slope 1/100 
to 1/4.τ'he訂 eawas divided by slope and flow discharge and投lecharacteristics 
of each region were c1arified. Next， the physica1 quantities which determine 
也eboundaries of those regions were considered， and genera1 methods were 
indicated.τ'he following results are particularly of note. The channel width 
おr註lethreshold of meandering formation is proportiona1 to投開 1/2power of 
世leflow discharge wi世lina range f加 ne10-6 to 105 m3 sec discharge， inde-
pendent of bed materia1 or slope. It is expressed in m/sec units as B = 3.5-..... 
7.0 Ql/2 . A1so， the sediment diseharge for mud flow is close to也atof a meander-
ing stream. 

From investigations of lon~長tudina1泊le of sediment on ri訴dbeds， it w部

understood that世lewidth of a possible lon~長tudinal eddy equa1s the water dep出.

A1so，せleflow velocity distribution is almost unaffected by the presence 'of 
sediment. On .steep slopes， medium forms of sediment between bed load and 
mud flow appear and one sees a1so formation of dunes. These results are very 
u田f叫担 dea1ingwi也 sedimenttransport phenomena in mountain rivers. 

Chapter 2.concems the resistance law for a f1ow. It showed that theなnporta:flt
parameters dominating the phenomena， for a steram on a sleep slope，紅色 relative
water dep也， slope， Froude Number， and U~/凶. First， the velocity 他 tribution
W部 observedfor a stream having large roughness elements. Since it tends to 
become uniform near a bed surface，也evelocity distribution 'was divided into 
upper and lower regions. Application of different logarithmic velocity distrib怯

tion equations for each region w部 proposed，and coefficients were determined. 
Next， values ofぜleresistance coefficient were found experimenta11y， and it 
become c 
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αlapter 3 concerns critica1 tractive force for initiating the transport of gravel. 
First釦 overviewof the conventiona1 research was presented. 

百lefunctional relation of critica1なactiveforce and Reynolds Numoer for 
sand grain was well understood. What was made c1ear was the influence of relative 
dep也 whenrelative dep也 issmall. 

First， from research on unifonn gravel， it was clear註latshieldes parameter 
T *sc， modified for the effect of slope， is a function of relative roughness d/h 
in regions of a perfectly rough turbu1ent flow. A1s0， experimenta1 resu1ts showed 
T *sc increases abruptly with an increase in d/h. One can explain characteristics 
of社levariation of criticalなactiveforce theore世ca1lyby a resistance law and a 
grave1 equilibrium equation. 

Next was出eωseof gravel mixture. The critical tractive force for gravel 
m江加reof世田 meandiameter is greater than也atfor uniform gravel due to位協

effect of being hidden by p訂tic1eslarger than the mean diameter.τne per回 nt-
a伊 訟はeaseswi也知担cre部 ein y'dS4河-;;:， and the relation was elucidated ex-
perimental1y for v山間 of何河6up加 2.8.Next，也eratio of critical回 ctive
force for each individual diameter and出atfor也emean diameter is a function 
of d/h and di/dm. When d/h is sma1l世間 ratiocan be expressed approximately 
by Egiazaroff equation. When d/h is 1ぽgeit is c10se toせ1eone of uniform grave1. 
One can fmd the critical tractive force for each diameter from也eabove resu1ts， 
and by assuming a hiding coefficient for each diametβr， one can explain iお
話lationshiptheoretical1y. 

Chapter 4 concerns the bed load transport rate. First a number of conven-
tional bed load equations were explained. Next， a bed 10ad equation for a flat 
river bed was derived from Bagnold's model.百lIsequation was found to give 
good' agreement by checking it with the data of G五bertand othe路.Next， apply-
ing a modification of slope and comparing it wi自社leau也or'sdata，世letendency 
for bed. load transport rate to decrease with increase of slope was explained. 

Also for gravel mixture， it was confrrmed experimenta1ly that世間 critical 
tractive force for ceasing the transport is nearly a constant independent of gr必n
diameter. Next， for sediment in equilibrium， the critica1 tractive force used in 
the bed load equation should be a constant value independent of grain dia-
meter. 

Reasoning設latthis va1ue ought to be c10ser to the ceasing critica1 trac世.ve
force rather社1an世間 initiatingcritical force， the critical tractive force is taken 
to be a constant of 0.85 ti 
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Forせlisreason， sediment discharge and grain size disむibutionvary wi也 t並le.
Chapter 5 indicates methods of applying世間 knowledgeobta恒edin吐lefrrst 
four chapters to erosion control planning， for which there have been many 
experimenta1 investigations， and especia11y to channel works planning. A1so，部
a practica1 example，世leequilibrium slope was found for註leIwatsubodani chan-
nel works. 

New knowledges conceming the influence of relative roughness and experi-
menta1 consideration for channel pattern and bed load were proposed for uniform 
gravel and gravel mixture.τ'he author believes也at世話seresults would have a 
significant contribution to也edevelopment of sediment hydraulics and especia11y 
to that of erosion control engineering. 
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